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JRR Tolkien was a Dark Ages scholar and linguist, 

and in most of his works his descriptions of the 

various societies of Middle Earth are drawn from 

Dark Ages societies of Europe and the Levant 

(including North Africa).  Many of the battles he 

describes are essentially warband level frays (aside 

from the massive wars every few thousand years) 

between feudal and tribal Dark Ages factions, 

This makes Dux Britanniarum from Too Fat Lardies 

a great choice for wargaming Middle Earth.  

Welcome to Dux Arda! 

Dux Arda (aka Lard of the Rings) is a fan-mod for 

using the Dux Britanniarum system from Too Fat 

Lardies to wargame the battles of Middle Earth. You 

must have Dux Britanniarum (and other referenced 

rules, such as Magic for Dux Britanniarum in 

Christmas Special 2015) to play this mod. 

The Dux Arda: Lard of the Rings supplement adds at 

least eleven entirely new forces, new unit types, 

special rules, and a campaign system for each force. 

These new armies will present more variation and 

tactical challenges in addition to some new rules 

both for battles and campaigns in Tolkein's Middle 

Earth during the War of the Ring. This “book” 

contains all the faction lists appearing during the 

period of the Hobbit and the Lord of the Rings in the 

closing days of the Third Age of Middle Earth. From 

time to time the authors of this fan mod may issue 

updates and campaigns. Please feel free to create 

your own and let us know about them!  

 

 

 

 

 

This section describes the primary factions of the 

Free Peoples of Middle Earth, including the cultures 

of Man, the Dwarves and the Elves. 

 Men of Dale 

 Free Peoples of Eriador 

 Riders of Rohan 

 Gondor 

 Durin’s Folk 

 Elves of Lothlorien 

 Elves of Rivendell 

 Elves of Thanduil’s Realm 

 

 

The Men of Dale are a people who have reformed 

their kingdom within the last century. Under Bard’s 

line, the northmen have reforged their alliance with 

Durin’s Folk after the Battle of the Five Armies. 

This resulted in great wealth flowing back into the 

region, drawing many of the scattered peoples of 

Rhovanian and Dorwinion back to Dale. Due to their 

close relationship with Durin’s Folk, the Men of 

Dale are well-equipped for war. When they were 

approached by emissaries of Sauron, demanding 

they swear fealty, they and the dwarves turned them 

away, resulting in an invasion by Sauron’s 

Easterling allies. While the Men of Dale are well-

prepared for war, they are still vastly outnumbered 

by their enemies, who are often just as well-trained 

and well-equipped as they are. However, the Men of 

https://toofatlardies.co.uk/product/dux-britanniarum/
https://toofatlardies.co.uk/product/dux-britanniarum/
https://toofatlardies.co.uk/product/2015-christmas-special/
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-cBmqyZ6AMC8/XDS2rMbq6ZI/AAAAAAAABWo/EAkDoglcz6Mx170lXE1uCpRStPtATlR2ACLcBGAs/s1600/Battle_of_Dale.jpg
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Dale have known hardship and peril for many years 

and they will not balk in the defense of their realm. 

The Dalian player takes the place of a Captain of 

Dale leading a small force of warriors defending a 

region of Dale. The forces of Rhun and the East are 

marching West, intent on slaughtering your people 

and taking your homes. You are sworn to stop them.  

 

Gripping Beast Rus 

 

One change from the Romano-British force in the 

Main Rules is the ability for the Dale Lord to have 

mounted units exchanged for some of their infantry. 

A Lord may elect to substitute six Elite foot soldiers 

with four Elite Shock Cavalry in any game. He may 

also elect to substitute six of his Warriors with four 

Warrior Shock Cavalry. The Lord may select one or 

both options, or he may elect to keep his men on 

foot. Men who are mounted will fight on horseback 

for the duration of the game; they may not dismount. 

When fielding mounted troops, the Dalians may 

attach any of their Nobles to command the cavalry. 

If a Lord is mounted then his champion will be too. 

A mounted noble may only influence cavalry troops 

during the game. 

The troop types of the Men of Dale are the same as 

troops presented for the Romano-British in the main 

rules and The Raiders supplement. 

 

Gripping Beast Rus 

 

Force Rules 

Prepared for War: The Men of Dale, have just taken 

back their homes, are well-prepared to defend it to 

their dying breath. To Reflect this, at the start of the 

game, the Dalian player may make a pre-battle 

speech, even for Raids. When they roll for the 

results, they add a plus one (+1) to the result. If the 

player rolls a result of seven (7), rather than just 

receiving the results listed for a six (6), all infantry 

and cavalry groups will roll a plus one (+1) To Hit in 

the first round of combat in addition to the results 

for rolling a six (6). This modifier will stack with all 

other modifiers. 

 

Gripping Beast Rus 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Q8WY8QgNirw/XDS257Kj47I/AAAAAAAABWs/3CNJHpZ6Vkcrbpy3yzHiTIjxtxVClIF3ACLcBGAs/s1600/SR01_Pagan_Rus_Warlord_1_11442.jpeg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-UNNds6kUihQ/XDS2_f1J5QI/AAAAAAAABW0/TMgs2b4NOgUvtkxglCO5HuNB6c0MKpX2ACLcBGAs/s1600/SR02_Pagan_Rus_Varjazi_Hearthguards_4_71587.jpeg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-eleYhqynW3I/XDS3CQQ97hI/AAAAAAAABW4/CXswNqfnBbcM3AaMSmjl9kndOJw2OWmkwCLcBGAs/s1600/RUS01_Vajarzi_Command_4_80146.jpeg
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The starting forces for the Men of Dale are as 

follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), two 

Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One Status I 

Noble), and a Champion. 

Led by these Nobles, you will have one Group of 

Elite troops, two Groups of Warriors, and three 

Groups of Levy troops. All of these Groups will be 

six figures strong. You will also have one Group of 

four Missile troops armed with bows. 

Reinforcements for the Men of Dale are gained the 

same way as the Romano-British in the main game. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 1 to 

5. The first time a force receives reinforcements it 

will gain the Group indicated in row 1, the second 

time the Group shown in row 2, and so on up to row 

5 after which no further reinforcements are 

available. However, at any time a player may choose 

to take the Group from the row numbered higher, but 

this will mean that he will never receive the Group 

he passes over. 

 

Gripping Beast Rus 

 

 

 

Order Men of Dale 

1 Four Missile Troops 

2 Six Warriors 

3 Six Warriors 

4 
Four Warrior Light Cavalry 

5 Four Warrior Shock Cavalry with a 

Status II noble 

 

 

Gripping Beast Rus 

 

The Men of Dale begin the game with one Stout 

Hearts card and one Shieldwall Braced card. The 

balance of their hands are dealt at random from the 

Fate Deck. The remainder of their cards added to the 

Fate Deck are as follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Strong Arm x 1 

 Hero of the Age x 1 

 Aggressive Charge x 2 

 Stout Hearts x 2 

 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-SAWA9kkFERE/XDS3GHOhoLI/AAAAAAAABW8/EwZr6EGN7aYF6D4zxNwmS3E_8PXIDU4cgCLcBGAs/s1600/Gripping-Beast-Byzantine-Rus-Slavs-Mini-Rus.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-BQG-f-rnJJw/XDS3JTRItmI/AAAAAAAABXA/fEmx29MXZM0QK5eKrrm9GZhdrlReBLuCQCLcBGAs/s1600/SR03_Pagan_Rus_Miltia_Warriors_8_81532.jpeg
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Stout Hearts - This card allows the Dalian player to 

not roll on the Force Morale Change table if he 

would normally be forced to do so. However, they 

may also chose to play this card after losing a 

combat. If they do so, they reduce the level of defeat 

by one. For example: If they are defeated by three 

(3) men killed the player may play the card and 

reduce the result to defeated by two (2) men killed. 

This is a Retreat Card in Post-Game Phase. (Use 

unused Romano-British cards to Represent this card, 

or make your own!) 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/08/d

ux-arda-men-of-dale/ 

 

 

What was once the greatest kingdom in Middle 

Earth, Arnor, collapsed into squabbling petty 

kingdoms over the course of the Third Age. Due to 

infighting between the sons of the line of Isildur, 

Arnor was split into three kingdoms competing for 

supremacy, which left them vulnerable to a rising 

threat, Angmar. The Witch King of Angmar 

absorbed Rhudaur after the line of Isildur became 

extinct and launched an assault on Arthedain and 

Cardolan, the other two petty kingdoms of Arnor. 

While the Witch King was ultimately defeated and 

Angmar destroyed, this victory left the region so 

devastated that both petty kingdoms collapsed, 

leaving the remaining Dunedain as nomadic 

protectors of the free peoples living in Eriador. This 

region is dangerous and wild, the Remnants of 

Angmar threaten the North, Dunland threatens the 

South, and bandits and orcs raid with relative 

impunity. Left with little industry and dwindling 

populations, the Free Peoples of Eriador do not 

have standing armies or well-equipped forces. 

However, the Northern Dunedain and other free 

peoples are not without defenses and will defend 

their homes to their dying breath. 

The Free Peoples player takes the place of a Captain 

of a force of Free Peoples leading a small force of 

warriors defending a region of Eriador. While there 

are no major threats like Mordor or Harad, orcs from 

the North and East, as well as raiding hillmen remain 

a significant threat to the depopulated and disparate 

elements of Eriador.  

The troop types of the Free Peoples of Eriador are 

the same as troops presented for the Romano-British 

in the main rules with a few additional unit types, 

shown below: 

The Rangers of the North are the most well trained 

and motivated soldiers of the Numenorean successor 

kingdoms. To reflect this, they are able to both 

function as Missiles, but with as many figures that 

are present in the Group, and melee infantry. This 

means that a Group of six models will use 6D6 to 

attack, rather than the 4D6 of regular Missiles. In 

melee combat, they will function as Elites. They 

count as Elites when consulting the Force Morale 

change table. 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/08/dux-arda-men-of-dale/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/08/dux-arda-men-of-dale/
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-Jq5bdwYT02s/XC9t-B1aB4I/AAAAAAAABTs/tFf7asUtsL4kXuTkajvVNrSJ26tM8dqcwCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG-1135.JPG
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The Hobbits of the Shire are a peace loving people, 

little experienced in the ways of war and with little 

desire to become involved with it. This does not 

mean that all Hobbits feel the same. Once in a while, 

Hobbits will feel a need for adventure and will 

venture away from their idyllic homes for a taste of 

the real world. Due to their small stature and lack of 

experience, they are often at a serious disadvantage 

when forced into battle. However, Hobbits are stout-

hearted, even if diminutive and when forced to fight, 

they often surprise both their allies and enemies with 

their tenacity. To reflect this, Group of Hobbits will 

be six (6) figures and will fight as one level below 

Levy in combat in regards to troop quality, but die on 

a 4, 5, or 6 and only Shock on a 3. However, due to a 

sense of protectiveness most good people of Middle 

Earth feel over Hobbits, they count as Warriors for 

morale changes. 

 

 

Trained Archers: Rangers are trained to fight in 

melee as well as with the bow. To reflect this, they 

may elect to stand and fight when contacted by the 

enemy. Missiles will fight as Levy in combat to 

represent their lack of formation and preparedness. If 

they are defeated in combat, they will disperse like 

standard Missiles troops. However, because these 

archers are not merely boys learning the way of war, 

when they are killed, routed, or dispersed, they count 

as Elites when consulting the Force Morale change 

table. 

In addition, unlike Missiles in the main rules, Nobles 

may activate and command any Ranger troops. 

 

The starting forces for the Free Peoples of Eriador 

are as follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), two 

Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One Status I 

Noble), and a Champion. 

 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-n306OXzUE_s/XC9uOdPeUqI/AAAAAAAABT0/W2G4ioKGTQg9mjKNLOeA5Ob5hNNGyHpKQCLcBGAs/s1600/12-Rangers-of-Middle-earth-Lord-of-the-Rings.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-CVkb575-NJg/XC9uRbLG_9I/AAAAAAAABT4/_vAFOCbNknESIOr9TA5bIVQS05zz8-gmgCLcBGAs/s1600/99061461010_HobbitMilitiaNEW01.jpg
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Credit to Fenrir on Lead Adventure 

 

Led by these Nobles, you will have three Groups of 

Warriors, and six Groups of Levy troops. All of 

these Groups will be six figures strong. You will 

also have one Group of four Missile troops armed 

with bows. 

 

 

Credit to Fenrir on Lead Adventure 

 

Reinforcements for the Free Peoples of Eriador are 

gained the same way as the Romano-British in the 

main game. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 1 to 

5. The first time a force receives reinforcements it 

will gain the Group indicated in row 1, the second 

time the Group shown in row 2, and so on up to row 

5 after which no further reinforcements are 

available. However, at any time a player may choose 

to take the Group from the row numbered higher, 

but this will mean that he will never receive the 

Group he passes over. 

Order Free Peoples of Eriador 

1 Four Missile Troops 

2 Six Warriors 

3 Two Groups of Six Hobbits 

4 Six Rangers 

5 Four Warrior Shock Cavalry with a 

Status II noble 

 

The Free Peoples of Eriador use the same cards as 

the Romano-British. 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-the-free-peoples-of-eriador-and-

dunedain/ 

 

 

 

 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-free-peoples-of-eriador-and-dunedain/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-free-peoples-of-eriador-and-dunedain/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-free-peoples-of-eriador-and-dunedain/
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-3Yr9myAcjO4/XC9uWC32KJI/AAAAAAAABT8/9kb8FyqEGpAp0HVX4JBPVnnRAE_FaipKgCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_2746.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-zgz5HlXrR_c/XC9unRZDZWI/AAAAAAAABUI/06Xw98ME1pgU2M3V7S_0YGZC7ZEaJJTeQCLcBGAs/s1600/IMG_2763.jpg
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Descended from the Numenoreans, the Kingdoms of 

Gondor represents the greatest bastion of defense 

that the good peoples of Middle Earth have left. 

While the rest of Middle Earth have enjoyed relative 

peace since the destruction of Angmar and the 

dissolution of Arnor, Gondor has been fighting to 

contain the greatest threats to the West, a resurgent 

Mordor along with their greatest allies, the men of 

the South, or the Haradrim. While Gondor remains 

the most powerful defender of Middle Earth, their 

power has been waning for some time. The former 

outposts of Minas Ithil and Cirith Ungol, along with 

the rest of the Gondorian holdings across the 

Anduin, have been overrun since Sauron’s last 

defeat and even East Osgiliath has been taken. 

However, the soldiers of Gondor continue to hold 

faith and continue to defend the West, both East and 

West of the Anduin, even while they seem doomed 

to fall. 

The Gondorian player takes the place of a Captain of 

Gondor leading a small force of warriors defending a 

region of Gondor. While the bulk of the armies of 

Gondor are occupied in both the South against Harad 

and the East against Mordor, small bands of raiders 

that have managed to cross the Anduin must be dealt 

with smaller, more nimble forces.  

 

 

The only change from the Romano-British force in 

the Main Rules is the ability for the Gondor Lord to 

have mounted units exchanged for some of their 

infantry. A Lord may elect to substitute six elite foot 

soldiers with four elite Shock cavalry in any game. 

He may also elect to substitute six of his Warriors 

with four Warrior Shock cavalry. The Lord may 

select one or both options, or he may elect to keep 

his men on foot. Men who are mounted will fight on 

horseback for the duration of the game; they may not 

dismount. 

When fielding mounted troops, the Gondorians may 

attach any of their Nobles to command the cavalry. 

If a Lord is mounted then his champion will be too. 

A mounted noble may only influence cavalry troops 

during the game. 

The troop types of the Men of Gondor are the same 

as troops presented for the Romano-British in the 

main rules and The Raiders supplement with one 

additional unit type, shown below: 

The Rangers of Ithilien are the most well trained and 

motivated soldiers of the Numenorean successor 

kingdoms. To reflect this, they are able to both 

function as Missiles, but with as many figures that 

are present in the Group, and melee infantry. This 

means that a Group of six models will use 6D6 to 

attack, rather than the 4D6 of regular Missiles. In 

combat, they will function as Elites. 

Trained Archers: Gondorian Missiles, including 

Rangers, are trained to fight in melee as well as with 

the bow. To reflect this, they may elect to stand and 

fight when contacted by the enemy. Missiles will 

fight as Levy in combat to represent their lack of 

formation and preparedness. If they are defeated in 

combat, they will disperse like standard Missiles 

troops. However, because these archers are not 

merely boys learning the way of war, when they are 

killed, routed, or dispersed, they count as Warriors 

when consulting the Force Morale change table. 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-E8Xbs4gs15c/XBEbEhbMxqI/AAAAAAAABKQ/x5Nbf1n2yJ0-Pj_7fEAvUAvqBxhJTjG8wCEwYBhgL/s1600/IMG-1129.JPG
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Rangers will count as Elites when consulting the 

table. 

In addition, unlike Missiles in the main rules, Nobles 

may activate and command any Missile troops as if 

they were standard Warriors. 

The starting forces for the Men of Gondor are as 

follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), two 

Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One Status I 

Noble), and a Champion. 

 

 

Led by these Nobles, you will have one Group of 

Elite troops, two Groups of Warriors, and three 

Groups of Levy troops. All of these Groups will be 

six figures strong. You will also have one Group of 

four Missile troops armed with bows. 

 

Reinforcements for the Men of Gondor are gained 

the same way as the Romano-British in the main 

game. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 1 to 

5. The first time a force receives reinforcements it 

will gain the Group indicated in row 1, the second 

time the Group shown in row 2, and so on up to row 

5 after which no further reinforcements are 

available. However, at any time a player may choose 

to take the Group from the row numbered higher, 

but this will mean that he will never receive the 

Group he passes over. 

 

Order Men of Gondor 

1 Four Missile Troops 

2 Six Warriors 

3 Six Warriors 

4 
Six Rangers 

5 Four Warrior Shock Cavalry with a Status II 

noble 

 

The Gondor uses the same cards as the Romano-

British. 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-men-of-gondor/ 

 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-men-of-gondor/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-men-of-gondor/
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-LjttAGe6seA/XBEbDPtGm5I/AAAAAAAABKM/4rmQk_RuSRgFo7p2CREDwt--7IFfBOlwACEwYBhgL/s1600/IMG-1121.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-bnG53jRefOQ/XBEbEwU6rtI/AAAAAAAABKY/YOZvmIXPyPMHyhqL45KbgU8xMPEZI9JcQCEwYBhgL/s1600/IMG-1131.JPG
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The Men of Rohan , or the Rohirrim, are Northmen 

who were granted their new homeland, the 

Riddermark, by Gondor during the Third Age as 

compensation for aid provided in a time of great 

need. Since this time, the Rohirrim have traditionally 

provided military support to Gondor and 

received it in return. However, in these dark days, 

Gondor is under attack from their greatest 

threat yet and Rohan is on it’s own. Under Theoden, 

the realm is paralyzed with inaction and 

only the personal initiatives of his son Theodred and 

nephew Eomer have prevented the wolves 

at the gates from entering the Fold. 

  

The Men of Rohan player takes the place of a 

Captain of Rohan leading a small force of warriors 

defending a your realm. While your king is 

ineffective, your prince and Lord Eomer have tasked 

you with defending the Riddermark from the 

Dunlendings and orcs of Isengard. 

  

The troop types of the Men of Rohan are the same as 

troops presented in the main rules and The 

Raiders supplement. 

 

Property of Jimboba from Root Around the 

Warchest 

 

 

Property of Xintao on TMP 

 

 

 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-aqGoHMDS_rI/XBes41vP9mI/AAAAAAAABNg/APM2btuznWAvQcaYdx8lufBXHObaAfKOgCLcBGAs/s1600/014_edited-2.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Qoa4MAjFnew/XBes6BMHM4I/AAAAAAAABNw/mtKjI_ncGtIbBNC3rnMkgmNaXvsRioTZgCLcBGAs/s1600/warchest_wargame_miniatures_IMG_1985.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-nLT-fp5vOS8/XBes6eP5QVI/AAAAAAAABN0/XFB1pComJOYhYWDykdn601fnzrCEq5mGwCLcBGAs/s1600/warchest_wargame_miniatures_IMG_19855.jpg
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The starting forces for the Men of Rohan are as 

follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), two 

Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One Status I 

Noble), and a Champion. 

 

Beneath these Nobles you will have one Group of 

four Elite Shock Cavalry , two Groups of four 

Raider Cavalry , and two Groups of six Warriors . 

The force will also be accompanied by one 

Group of four Skirmish Cavalry and one Group of 

four Skirmishers .  

 

Property of Thorondor on TMP 

The Rohan Lord may elect to fight on foot or 

mounted, but must choose at the start of the game 

and his Champion must follow suit. He may also 

choose to have one or two of his Nobles mounted, 

but the number of mounted Nobles, including the 

Lord, may not exceed two at any point. A mounted 

noble may only influence cavalry troops during the 

game. He may also elect to have any of his Shock 

Cavalry or Raider Cavalry fight dismounted. If he 

chooses to dismount his cavalry, the Elite Shock 

Cavalry will become a Group of six Elites and the 

Raider Cavalry Groups become Groups of six 

Warriors. 

 

As the campaign progresses a Rohan Lord who 

gains success in battle will find that additional 

followers will join his force. Normally this will be 

just two additional men turning up to join your 

force, but occasionally a significant victory will 

allow the player to take reinforcements from the 

Reinforcements Table as a completely fresh Group 

of men join you. 

 

Where two men join a force, these will normally be 

added to one of the six man Warrior Groups to bring 

them up to eight men. If this occurs three times then 

these will be grouped together to form a new six 

man Group , with the eight man Groups being 

reduced to their original size. 

 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table will be as below. 

 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 1 to 

5. The first time a force receives reinforcements it 

will gain the Group indicated in row 1, the second 

time the Group shown in row 2, and so on up to row 

5 after which no further reinforcements are 

available. However, at any time a player may choose 

to take the Group from the row numbered higher, but 

this will mean that will never receive the Group he 

passes over. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-KWhiAh8zLq4/XBes4slJKiI/AAAAAAAABNc/b2l6Ex6r7HwXZ25VhoYyJGHnpKiVV31XACLcBGAs/s1600/Rohan4.JPG
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Order Men of Rohan 

1 Four Skirmishers 

2 Six Warriors 

3 Four Warrior Shock Cavalry 

4 Four Raider Cavalry and Four Skirmish 

Cavalry 

5 Four Warrior Shock Cavalry with a Status II 

Noble 

 

 

Property of Pat Grognard 

 

 

 

The Men of Rohan begin the game with one 

Bounding Move card and one Darting Blow card. 

The balance of their hands are dealt at random from 

the Fate Deck. The remainder of their cards added to 

the Fate Deck are as follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Bounding Move x 2 

 Darting Blow x 1 

 Thundering Hooves x 2 

 

Thundering Hooves - A Group or 

Formation of Cavalry moving into close 

combat may play this card to instill fear 

upon their target as they see their dreaded 

enemies charge. Roll 1D6 for each attacking 

figure before the charge, counting one point 

of Shock on the front rank of their target for 

each 5 or 6 rolled. All morale effects will 

take place before the charge continues, 

meaning that the target unit may fall back or 

flee before receiving the charge. The charge 

will then proceed as normal. This is a 

Pursuit Card in Post-Game Phase. (Use 

unused Saxon or Raider cards to Represent 

this card, or make your own!). 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-men-of-rohan/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-men-of-rohan/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-men-of-rohan/
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-DdTjHtVp-y0/XBes5Ujug7I/AAAAAAAABNk/8O7E1LzpeYcVkLOxPK06k9Xt6Fi50wqgQCLcBGAs/s1600/Turn3-RohanVsIsengard3.jpg
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Durin’s Folk are stalwart warriors and dedicated 

protectors of their realms. Occupying the Iron Hills 

throughout the Third Age and periodically Erebor 

and Moria, they greedily delve deep into the earth 

for precious gems and metals. These riches are 

fiercely guarded, which often leads to conflict with 

other races of Middle Earth. Caring little for 

anything beyond their mountain homes, they do not 

take part in the wars of Middle Earth, unless they 

directly affect them. However, the location of their 

homes and their enmity for orcs leads to much 

conflict with the Orcs of Gundabad and the Orcs of 

the Misty Mountains. 

The Dwarf player takes the place of a Captain 

of Durin’s Folk leading a small force of warriors 

defending a dwarven realm. You must protect your 

halls as well as the frontiers around your mountain 

home from all threats. 

 

 

The troop types of the Durin’s Folk are the same as 

troops presented for the Saxons in the main rules 

with one additional unit type, shown below: 

 

 

The Dragon Slayers, much as their name implies, 

are the greatest warriors in all of the dwarven 

realms. Extremely well-trained and equipped, they 

are the best heavy infantry in all of Middle Earth. 

They are specifically trained to fight large threats 

and are equipped with great weapons best suited for 

killing great beasts. To reflect this, they function as 

one level greater than Elites in melee combat against 

cavalry, Trolls, and Giant Spiders. Against all other 

enemies, they function as Elites. These dwarves will 

always fight to the death and will not Shock. They 

count as Elites when consulting the Force Morale 

change table. 

Stout-Hearts: Dwarves rarely run from a fight and 

will always ignore the first Shock applied to them. 

The starting forces for Durin’s Folk are as follows: 

One Captain (Status III Lord), two Lieutenants (One 

Status II Noble and One Status I Noble), and a 

Champion. 

Led by these Nobles, you will have 

two Groups of Elites, and three Groups of Warriors. 

All of these Groups will be six figures strong. You 

will also have one Group of fourMissile troops 

armed with bows. 

 

 

 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-R_BOYumZKqA/XC0ZveqRzJI/AAAAAAAABQc/k_xSCe2xebwwYJeYd9ekKfmZqbFMqg0iwCLcBGAs/s1600/4798e463efc982578e5e9395f0367ae7.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-54mYO6A-ggE/XC0Z0oudgxI/AAAAAAAABQg/9dlOY2tDwCQD2Vcwspp1qFOocLdc4MZhwCLcBGAs/s1600/newdwarves.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-9AbDNDCpx2M/XC0Z56nOZOI/AAAAAAAABQk/1BfzmtViuoA-VK5aRwiiCbw8pZtmf_pSACLcBGAs/s1600/conquereor-dwarves-1.jpg
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Reinforcements for Durin’s Folk are gained the 

same way as the Saxons in the main game. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 1 to 

5. The first time a force receives reinforcements it 

will gain the Group indicated in row 1, the second 

time the Group shown in row 2, and so on up to row 

5 after which no further reinforcements are 

available. However, at any time a player may choose 

to take the Group from the row numbered higher, 

but this will mean that he will never receive 

the Group he passes over. 

 

Order Durin’s Folk 

1 Four Missile Troops 

2 Six Warriors 

3 Six Warriors 

4 Six Dragon Slayers 

5 Four Warrior Light Cavalry of Dale 

 

 

 

Durin’s Folk  begin the game with one Hated 

Foes card and one Shieldwall Braced card. The 

balance of their hands are dealt at random from the 

Fate Deck. The remainder of their cards added to the 

Fate Deck are as follows: 

 Carpe Diem x3 

 Goad x1 

 Hero of the Age x1 

 A Strong Arm x  

 Aggressive Charge x2 

 Hated Foes x1 (you can use 

the Bibamus Card) 

Hated Foes: This card functions the same as 

the Bibamus card, but the effects will apply to both 

forces in the game if the dwarf player is playing 

against any orc faction. If they are playing against 

any other force, the card only affects the Durin’s 

Folk player. 

Book of the Dwarves:  

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/02/04/f

action-book-for-dux-arda-durins-folk-book-of-

the-dwarves/ 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-durins-folk-the-dwarves/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/02/04/faction-book-for-dux-arda-durins-folk-book-of-the-dwarves/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/02/04/faction-book-for-dux-arda-durins-folk-book-of-the-dwarves/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/02/04/faction-book-for-dux-arda-durins-folk-book-of-the-dwarves/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-durins-folk-the-dwarves/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-durins-folk-the-dwarves/
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-98GF1DlTXnU/XC0Z-MiX2RI/AAAAAAAABQo/m309QNsxEls5BEXijtEnm2SiNeiHQYbmACLcBGAs/s1600/OAKP101-4.jpg
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The Elves of Lothlorien, or the Silvan Elves, are the 

oldest and wisest of the races of Middle Earth. 

Secluded within the mysterious forest of Lothlorien, 

they tend to stay out of the affairs of Middle Earth as 

a whole. While they do not take part in much of the 

warring around them, they still defend their realms 

with unmatched skill and resolve. The Elves of 

Lothlorien defend their forest homes and the 

surrounding area from orcs and evil men from 

Isengard and the Misty Mountains, killing any who 

dare stray too close to their realm. 

The Elven player takes the place of a Captain of 

Lothlorien leading a small force of warriors 

defending the forest. You must protect your halls as 

well as the frontiers around your secluded home 

from all threats 

.  

The troop types of the Elves of Lothlorien are the 

same as troops presented for the Saxons in the main 

rules. 

Immortals: Elves do not sacrifice their immortal 

lives without great cause. Therefore, they will 

receive a Force Morale Loss if their Force Morale 

ever reaches three (3) or less. However, they may 

use any Retreat cards that they hold, unless their 

Force Morale drops from four (4) or above to zero 

(0) in the same activation phase. 

For example: The Elven Force Morale is currently 

at four (4). The Lord and a Group of Elites are 

attacked by several Groups of orcs and they are 

killed to a man, including the Lord. The resulting 

Force Morale roll for the loss of the Elites is a three 

(3), meaning that the Force Morale drops two (2) 

points to two (2). The Force Morale roll for the 

death of the Lord is also a three (3), meaning that 

the Force Morale drops two (2) points to two (0). At 

this point, the Elven force has been truly routed and 

they must sacrifice their Retreat cards for the Post 

Game Phase. 

Skilled Ambushers: The forces of the Lothlorien 

are skilled ambushers. To reflect this they may elect 

to use either the Surprise, Feign Flight, or Flank 

Miracle from the main rules before every game. 

They do not inform their opponent of their decision 

to use this ability or which option they select. 

Skilled Marksmen: Every elf in Lothlorien is a 

master of the bow, loosing arrows with unerring 

accuracy. To reflect this, all Missile troops, 

including infantry Groups acting as Missiles, attacks 

with a plus one (+1) on all To Hit rolls. These 

effects stack with any cards played on the Groups. 

Warrior Archers: Elven Missiles are trained to 

fight in melee as well as with the bow. To reflect 

this, they may elect to stand and fight when 

contacted by the enemy. Missiles will fight as 

Warriors in combat to represent their skills in 

combat. If they are defeated in combat, they will 

disperse like standard Missiles troops. However, 

because these archers are not merely boys learning 

the way of war, when they are killed or dispersed, 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-COCayxJ67Js/XDS4vo-2RgI/AAAAAAAABXY/BWu5slO-9rAd_J3dRdjLAVHtsKNT918uQCLcBGAs/s1600/lotroa253r8U034jsD.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-GmaRuyBaWJg/XDS47cME8DI/AAAAAAAABXc/GQBdCnd7D1QeJ982N9olXkxkilPq_DaRACLcBGAs/s1600/6669.jpg
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they count as Warriors when consulting the Force 

Morale change table. 

In addition, unlike Missiles in the main rules, Nobles 

may activate and command any Missile troops as if 

they were standard Warriors. 

Missiles: All Elven Groups carry bows and may 

elect to function as Missile Troops during the turn. If 

they choose to do so, To reflect this, they are able to 

both function as Missiles, but with as many figures 

that are present in the Group, and melee infantry. 

This means that a Group of six models will use 6D6 

to attack, rather than the 4D6 of regular Missiles. If 

they are attacked, they may attempt to Evade like 

Missile Troops, but may only evade 2D6 inches. If 

they are contacted, they will receive double Shock 

for the first two (2) rounds of combat, and will fight 

as one (1) level lower in troop quality. For example: 

If a Group of Elites is contacted while acting as 

Missiles they will fight as Warriors and receive 

double Shock and if a Group of Warriors is 

contacted while acting as Missiles they will fight as 

Levy in regards to troop quality and receive double 

Shock. As long as all Groups in a Formation are 

within two inches on each other, they remain in 

Formation. However, if any Group is further than 

this distance, they are no longer in the Formation 

and must be reattached.The Evade may be stopped if 

the attacker uses a Carpe Diem card, the same as in 

the standard rules. If acting as Missile Troops during 

the turn, the Fleet of Foot card may be used on the 

Group. 

(Author’s Note: The reason that the penalties are so 

great for being unable to evade are to both reflect 

the lack of preparedness as well as to prevent this 

ability to be used for too many shenanigans. This 

has the effect of allowing all Elves to use bows, 

which Tolkien described nearly all of them carrying, 

as well as being relatively accurate to what would 

actually occur if combatants were forced to drop 

their bows and fight unprepared.) 

 

 

Vendel Elves 

The starting forces for the Elves of Lothlorien are as 

follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), two 

Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One Status I 

Noble), and a Champion. 

Led by these Nobles, you will have two Groups of 

Elites, and two Groups of Warriors. All of these 

Groups will be six figures strong. You will also have 

one Group of four Missile troops armed with bows. 

Property of Dan Mersey 

 

 

 

 

 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-SRoBmUwaf0M/XDS5Aq7ZkzI/AAAAAAAABXk/VSI_BGOPE3MuKkSbW7wuHQWxzMkVy49nACLcBGAs/s1600/VendelElfs.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-t9fxgEsiR8Q/XDS5ERmxKwI/AAAAAAAABXo/0_HMjO5Rm4c-w0gGMXrkqpZ6UTiv9z28gCLcBGAs/s1600/$_52.jpg
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Reinforcements for the Elves of Lothlorien are 

gained the same way as the Saxons in the main 

game. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 1 to 

5. The first time a force receives reinforcements it 

will gain the Group indicated in row 1, the second 

time the Group shown in row 2, and so on up to row 

5 after which no further reinforcements are 

available. However, at any time a player may choose 

to take the Group from the row numbered higher, 

but this will mean that he will never receive the 

Group he passes over. 

Order Elves of Lothlorien 

1 Four Missile Troops 

2 Six Warriors 

3 Six Warriors 

4 
Six Warriors 

5 Six Warriors 

 

 

Property of James Manto 

Elves of Lothlorien begin the game with one 

Bounding Move card and one Evade card. The 

balance of their hands are dealt at random from the 

Fate Deck. The remainder of their cards added to the 

Fate Deck are as follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Darting Blow x 2 

 Bounding Move x 1 

 Peerless Warriors x 2  

Peerless Warriors: This card, when played on a 

single Group of Elites, doubles it’s dice rolled for 

attack in the first round of combat, as well as 

doubling any kills inflicted. This is a Pursuit or 

Retreat Card in Post-Game Phase. (Use unused 

Romano-British cards to Represent this card, or 

make your own!) 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-elves-of-lothlorien/ 

 

 

 

 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-elves-of-lothlorien/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-elves-of-lothlorien/
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-t9JfZ1_hKW0/XDS5InsrEyI/AAAAAAAABXs/0kgfwYfPURYo2J4tJ7f1hJufc4ESV5esQCLcBGAs/s1600/79d31cdbd93ac6a95a881d2744f63d7c.jpg
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The Elves of Rivendell, or the Noldor, are the oldest 

and wisest of the races of Middle Earth. Long acting 

as protectors of the land, the Noldor have begun to 

take a less aggressive role in recent times. After the 

first defeat of Sauron, they have begun to return to 

Valinor, leaving Men to rule and squabble over 

Middle Earth. While they do not take part in much 

of the warring around them, they still defend their 

realms with unmatched skill and resolve. The Elves 

of Rivendell defend the Imladris and the surrounding 

area from orcs and evil men from Angmar and the 

Misty Mountains, killing any who dare stray too 

close to their realm. 

The Elven player takes the place of a Captain of 

Rivendell leading a small force of warriors 

defending Imladris. You must protect your halls as 

well as the frontiers around your secluded home 

from all threats.  

The troop types of the Elves of Rivendell are the 

same as troops presented for the Saxons in the main 

rules with one additional unit type, shown below: 

The Smiths of Eregion are a revered group of 

warriors who forge the greatest of weapons and 

armor in Middle Earth. They are equipped with 

peerless armor and weapons and possess unmatched 

skill in combat. To reflect this, they function as one 

level greater than Elites in melee combat. When shot 

at by Missiles or attacked by Skirmishers they are 

treated as Elites. They count as Elites and the Elven 

player must roll twice when consulting the Force 

Morale change table. In addition to these rules, the 

Smiths of Eregion will never leave the Realm of 

Imladris and will be left behind if the Elven Lord 

ever conducts operations outside their realm. 

Immortals: Elves do not sacrifice their immortal 

lives without great cause. Therefore, they will 

receive a Force Morale Loss if their Force Morale 

ever reaches three (3) or less. However, they may 

use any Retreat cards that they hold, unless their 

Force Morale drops from four (4) or above to zero 

(0) in the same activation phase. 

For example: The Elven Force Morale is currently 

at four (4). The Lord and a Group of Elites are 

attacked by several Groups of orcs and they are 

killed to a man, including the Lord. The resulting 

Force Morale roll for the loss of the Elites is a three 

(3), meaning that the Force Morale drops two (2) 

points to two (2). The Force Morale roll for the 

death of the Lord is also a three (3), meaning that 

the Force Morale drops two (2) points to two (0). At 

this point, the Elven force has been truly routed and 

they must sacrifice their Retreat cards for the Post 

Game Phase. 

Warrior Archers: Elven Missiles, are trained to 

fight in melee as well as with the bow. To reflect 

this, they may elect to stand and fight when 

contacted by the enemy. Missiles will fight as 

Warriors in combat to represent their skills in 

combat. If they are defeated in combat, they will 

disperse like standard Missiles troops. However, 

because these archers are not merely boys learning 

the way of war, when they are killed or dispersed, 

they count as Warriors when consulting the Force 

Morale change table. 

In addition, unlike Missiles in the main rules, Nobles 

may activate and command any Missile troops as if 

they were standard Warriors. 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-1Uy_gdM9GZ8/XC5h_JDWIuI/AAAAAAAABR4/XCA_qRa6_K05t1MIOtpjA0wTK3ZTpLNLACLcBGAs/s1600/grbs_001.jpg
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Missiles: All Elven Groups, except Smiths of 

Eregion, carry bows and may elect to function as 

Missile Troops during the turn. If they choose to do 

so, To reflect this, they are able to both function as 

Missiles, but with as many figures that are present in 

the Group, and melee infantry. This means that a 

Group of six models will use 6D6 to attack, rather 

than the 4D6 of regular Missiles. If they are 

attacked, they may attempt to Evade like Missile 

Troops, but may only evade 2D6 inches. If they are 

contacted, they will receive double Shock for the 

first two (2) rounds of combat, and will fight as one 

(1) level lower in troop quality. For example: If a 

Group of Elites is contacted while acting as Missiles 

they will fight as Warriors and receive double Shock 

and if a Group of Warriors is contacted while acting 

as Missiles they will fight as Levy in regards to troop 

quality and receive double Shock. As long as all 

Groups in a Formation are within two inches on 

each other, they remain in Formation. However, if 

any Group is further than this distance, they are no 

longer in the Formation and must be reattached.The 

Evade may be stopped if the attacker uses a Carpe 

Diem card, the same as in the standard rules. If 

acting as Missile Troops during the turn, the Fleet of 

Foot card may be used on the Group. 

(Author’s Note: The reason that the penalties are so 

great for being unable to evade are to both reflect 

the lack of preparedness as well as to prevent this 

ability to be used for too many shenanigans. This 

has the effect of allowing all Elves to use bows, 

which Tolkien described nearly all of them carrying, 

as well as being relatively accurate to what would 

actually occur if combatants were forced to drop 

their bows and fight unprepared.) 

The starting forces for Elves of Rivendell are as 

follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), two 

Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One Status I 

Noble), and a Champion. 

 

 

Oathmark Elves 

 

Led by these Nobles, you will have two Groups of 

Elites, and two Groups of Warriors. All of these 

Groups will be six figures strong. You will also have 

one Group of four Missile troops armed with bows. 

 

Oathmark Elves 

 

Reinforcements for Elves of Rivendell are gained the 

same way as the Saxons in the main game. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 1 to 

5. The first time a force receives reinforcements it 

will gain the Group indicated in row 1, the second 

time the Group shown in row 2, and so on up to row 

5 after which no further reinforcements are 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-GeK9mMwardM/XC5iYz21gRI/AAAAAAAABSA/jneIQKyMK4kUPgVntdjikkq1Y7J6fSJvQCLcBGAs/s1600/1f19798a08f23286b44bc09b08d8dc19.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-FiCkn7OIOQ4/XC5idP_TwWI/AAAAAAAABSE/w4AP5MbGqpoHt0lAF_NJRt5DoYxAVRocwCLcBGAs/s1600/6669.jpg
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available. However, at any time a player may choose 

to take the Group from the row numbered higher, 

but this will mean that he will never receive the 

Group he passes over. 

Order Elves of Rivendell 

1 Four Missile Troops 

2 Six Warriors 

3 Six Warriors 

4 
Six Warriors 

5 Six Smiths of Eregion 

 

Elves of Rivendell Cards 

Elves of Rivendell begin the game with one 

Bounding Move card and one Shieldwall Braced 

card. The balance of their hands are dealt at random 

from the Fate Deck. The remainder of their cards 

added to the Fate Deck are as follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Darting Blow x 2 

 Audacia x 1 

 Peerless Warriors x 2  

Peerless Warriors: This card, when played on a 

single Group of Elites or Smiths of Eregion, doubles 

it’s dice rolled for attack in the first round of 

combat, as well as doubling any kills inflicted. This 

is a Pursuit or Retreat Card in Post-Game Phase. 

(Use unused Romano-British cards to Represent this 

card, or make your own!) 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-elves-of-rivendell/ 

 

The Elves of Thranduil’s Realm, or Mirkwood, are 

part of the oldest and wisest of the races of Middle 

Earth. Descended from both the Silvan and Sindar 

elven peoples, the elves of Mirkwood have defended 

the great forest against all evil. However, their 

power is waning and they can no longer hold back 

the tide alone. They have renewed their traditional 

friendship with the Men of Dale and have ended 

their rivalry with Durin’s Folk, who have resettled 

Erebor. While they do not take part in much of the 

warring around them, they still defend their realms 

with unmatched skill and resolve. The Elves of 

Thranduil’s Realm defend their homes and the 

surrounding area from orcs and evil men lurking in 

the shadows of the forest and to the East, killing any 

who dare stray too close to their realm. 

The Elven player takes the place of a Captain of 

Thranduil’s Realm leading a small force of warriors 

defending Mirkwood. You must protect your halls as 

well as the frontiers around your secluded home 

from all threats.  

The troop types of the Elves of Thranduil’s Realm 

are the same as troops presented for the Saxons in 

the main rules with one additional unit type, shown 

below: 

The Forest Wardens are the greatest warriors in 

Thranduil’s Realm. To reflect this, they are able to 

both function as Missiles, but with as many figures 

that are present in the Group, and melee infantry. 

This means that they will also be able to be 

commanded by a noble. However, unlike normal 

Missiles, they are not dispersed if contacted or 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-elves-of-rivendell/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-elves-of-rivendell/
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-0-1pm7iP1Jo/XDNeJSbETnI/AAAAAAAABVI/NaNUaTuThLMSd1yvGuqMpNOIttpCXCZ6ACLcBGAs/s1600/Desolation_-_Mirkwood.jpg
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defeated in contact. This means that a Group of six 

models will use 6D6 to attack, rather than the 4D6 of 

regular Missiles. In melee combat, they will function 

as Elites. They will always receive a plus one (+1) 

for all To Hit rolls. Forest Wardens are also able to 

fire over friendly Groups and Formations. They 

count as Elites when consulting the Force Morale 

change table. 

 

 

Vendel Elves 

Immortals: Elves do not sacrifice their immortal 

lives without great cause. Therefore, they will 

receive a Force Morale Loss if their Force Morale 

ever reaches three (3) or less. However, they may 

use any Retreat cards that they hold, unless their 

Force Morale drops from four (4) or above to zero 

(0) in the same activation phase. 

For example: The Elven Force Morale is currently 

at four (4). The Lord and a Group of Elites are 

attacked by several Groups of orcs and they are 

killed to a man, including the Lord. The resulting 

Force Morale roll for the loss of the Elites is a three 

(3), meaning that the Force Morale drops two (2) 

points to two (2). The Force Morale roll for the 

death of the Lord is also a three (3), meaning that 

the Force Morale drops two (2) points to two (0). At 

this point, the Elven force has been truly routed and 

they must sacrifice their Retreat cards for the Post 

Game Phase. 

Warrior Archers: Elven Missiles are trained to 

fight in melee as well as with the bow. To reflect 

this, they may elect to stand and fight when 

contacted by the enemy. Missiles will fight as 

Warriors in combat to represent their skills in 

combat. If they are defeated in combat, they will 

disperse like standard Missiles troops. However, 

because these archers are not merely boys learning 

the way of war, when they are killed or dispersed, 

they count as Warriors when consulting the Force 

Morale change table. 

In addition, unlike Missiles in the main rules, Nobles 

may activate and command any Missile troops as if 

they were standard Warriors. 

Missiles: All Elven Groups carry bows and may 

elect to function as Missile Troops during the turn. If 

they choose to do so, To reflect this, they are able to 

both function as Missiles, but with as many figures 

that are present in the Group, and melee infantry. 

This means that a Group of six models will use 6D6 

to attack, rather than the 4D6 of regular Missiles. If 

they are attacked, they may attempt to Evade like 

Missile Troops, but may only evade 2D6 inches. If 

they are contacted, they will receive double Shock 

for the first two (2) rounds of combat, and will fight 

as one (1) level lower in troop quality. For example: 

If a Group of Elites is contacted while acting as 

Missiles they will fight as Warriors and receive 

double Shock and if a Group of Warriors is 

contacted while acting as Missiles they will fight as 

Levy in regards to troop quality and receive double 

Shock. As long as all Groups in a Formation are 

within two inches on each other, they remain in 

Formation. However, if any Group is further than 

this distance, they are no longer in the Formation 

and must be reattached.The Evade may be stopped if 

the attacker uses a Carpe Diem card, the same as in 

the standard rules. If acting as Missile Troops during 

the turn, the Fleet of Foot card may be used on the 

Group. 

(Author’s Note: The reason that the penalties are so 

great for being unable to evade are to both reflect 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-1VgGW1qdhMk/XDNeOCK_PeI/AAAAAAAABVM/cbcKGKQXB-IKID_JHenPhK_930l6ls9JwCLcBGAs/s1600/VendelElfs.jpg
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the lack of preparedness as well as to prevent this 

ability to be used for too many shenanigans. This 

has the effect of allowing all Elves to use bows, 

which Tolkien described nearly all of them carrying, 

as well as being relatively accurate to what would 

actually occur if combatants were forced to drop 

their bows and fight unprepared.) 

The starting forces for Thranduil’s Realm are as 

follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), two 

Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One Status I 

Noble), and a Champion. 

 

Property of James Manto 

Led by these Nobles, you will have two Groups of 

Elites, and two Groups of Warriors. All of these 

Groups will be six figures strong. You will also have 

one Group of four Missile troops armed with bows. 

 

Property of Dan Mersey 

Reinforcements for Thranduil’s Realm are gained 

the same way as the Saxons in the main game. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 1 to 

5. The first time a force receives reinforcements it 

will gain the Group indicated in row 1, the second 

time the Group shown in row 2, and so on up to row 

5 after which no further reinforcements are 

available. However, at any time a player may choose 

to take the Group from the row numbered higher, 

but this will mean that he will never receive the 

Group he passes over. 

 

Order Thranduil’s Realm 

1 Four Missile Troops 

2 Six Warriors 

3 Six Warriors 

4 
Six Warriors 

5 Six Forest Wardens 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/--lfJluNRRmA/XDNeTuVU4AI/AAAAAAAABVQ/jGIFYrXCUXEddZQIx5PRmtgB5BRyxq7dQCLcBGAs/s1600/79d31cdbd93ac6a95a881d2744f63d7c.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-EiQHhyRc8Y4/XDNeZXYNsJI/AAAAAAAABVY/xbfacGfrRIId4_focXX9hOi-kAZpYXaAACLcBGAs/s1600/$_52.jpg
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Thranduil’s Realm begin the game with one 

Bounding Move card and one Shieldwall Braced 

card. The balance of their hands are dealt at random 

from the Fate Deck. The remainder of their cards 

added to the Fate Deck are as follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Darting Blow x 2 

 Bounding Move x 1 

 Peerless Warriors x 2  

Peerless Warriors: This card, when played on a 

single Group of Elites or Forest Wardens, doubles 

it’s dice rolled for attack in the first round of 

combat, as well as doubling any kills inflicted. This 

is a Pursuit or Retreat Card in Post-Game Phase. 

(Use unused Romano-British cards to Represent this 

card, or make your own!) 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-elves-of-thranduils-realm/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This section describes the primary factions of the 

Forces of Sauron Earth, including the cultures of 

Man allied with Sauron and various factions of Orcs. 

 Orcs of Mordor 

 Orcs of the Misty Mountains 

 Orcs of Gundabad 

 Denizens of Mirkwood 

 Remnants of Angmar 

 Men of the East 

 Men of Harad 

 Corsairs of Umbar 

 

 

The Orcs of Mordor are a numerous and well 

equipped, but brittle force. They do not suffer 

from the lack of arms and armor that their 

cousins in the Misty Mountains and elsewhere 

do, and are able to provide all necessary 

equipment needed to combat their enemies. The 

Age of Men is over, the Age of the Orc is about 

to begin. 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-elves-of-thranduils-realm/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-elves-of-thranduils-realm/
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The Orc player takes the role of an Orc Captain, 

commanding a band of raiders, in service to the 

armies of Sauron. He seeks to slaughter the Men 

of Gondor wherever he finds them, and in doing 

so, advance his position using both loot and the 

favor he gains through success. Sauron is a 

harsh master, but he rewards those who please 

him, and you aim to do so. There are several 

troop types unique to the Orcs of Mordor , as 

follows: 

 

 

Snaga are the smallest and weakest of the orcs 

serving the Dark Lord and as such, are used as 

slaves by those higher in the orcish pecking 

order. Unskilled and under-equipped, they are 

mere fodder in the armies of Mordor. Their only 

hope for victory is to massively overwhelm their 

enemies with their numbers. To reflect this, a 

Group of Snaga will be twelve (12) figures, 

fighting in three (3) ranks of four (4) with only 

the first two (2) ranks fighting and will fight as 

one level below Levy in combat in regards to 

troop quality, but die on a 4, 5, or 6 and Shock 

on a 1, 2, or 3. They may not form shieldwall or 

Spear Hedge without being in formation with 

Uruks . 

When shot at by Missiles or attacked by 

Skirmishers they are treated as Levy as well as 

for Morale Changes. 

 

Games Workshop 

 

 

Soldier Orcs form the vast majority of the 

armies of Sauron. Small and stooped in stature, 

they are no match for the average human 

warrior in a one on one fight, but what they lack 

in skill, they make up in numbers. To reflect 

this, a Group of Soldier Orcs will be nine (9) 

figures fighting in three (3) ranks of three (3) 

with only the first two (2) ranks fighting and 

will fight as Levy in combat, but die on a 5 or 6 

and Shock on a 2, 3, or 4. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge without being in 

formation with Uruks . When shot at by 

Missiles or attacked by Skirmishers they are 

treated as Levy as well as for Morale Changes. 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-eREcRU2lCAw/XBJzrMIIEWI/AAAAAAAABLE/tQfo5kHxJG0aZnf4KCvytNSjGuqk5cgtwCLcBGAs/s1600/Darek_Zabrocki_-_Army_of_Mordor.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-NDzH_u2Slbc/XBJzslo69eI/AAAAAAAABLk/4-7CIcKu7xsM6kXHiz8EvhqZxGCwlCWtQCEwYBhgL/s1600/moria+goblins-600x600.jpg
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Oathmark Goblins 

 

 

Uruks are the vilest and most fierce of orcs, 

fighting with ferocity and skills that nearly 

match their average human foes and well 

equipped by the forges of Mordor. However, 

they are still orcs and are prone to flight like the 

rest of their brethren. To reflect this, a Group of 

Uruks will be six (6) figures and will fight as 

Warriors in combat, but die on a 6 and Shock on 

a 3, 4, or 5. They may not form shieldwall, but 

may form a Spear Hedge defensive formation 

along with any other Uruks and Soldier Orcs in 

Formation with them. When shot at by Missiles 

or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Warriors as well as for Morale Changes. 

 

Games Workshop 

 

 

Warg Riders function the same as Raider 

Cavalry in The Raiders supplement, but will 

double any shock inflicted when they are the 

attacker. 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-3gCD_HGjxRk/XBJzqrywDNI/AAAAAAAABLY/x6R-jcJrkrARXW7ot7XOVlSFwPIC2-yHgCEwYBhgL/s1600/1510338310436.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-t-jGSCGfapA/XBJzsFT30GI/AAAAAAAABLo/dI5zLopm2zk8o0KMc95Zn209kG4A91NCgCEwYBhgL/s1600/GW-LOTR-3033-2.jpg
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Games Workshop 

 

 

Trolls are the strongest and most powerful 

infantry available to the armies of Mordor. 

Great, hulking beasts from the deepest caves 

and equipped by the forges of the Barad Dur, 

trolls are a terrifying presence on the battlefield 

and instill doubt in even the greatest of men. To 

reflect this, a Troll is one (1) figure and will 

fight as Elites in combat, but are wounded on a 

6 and Shock on a 5. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge . When shot at by 

Missiles or attacked by Skirmishers they are 

treated as Elites . They fight with six (6) dice in 

combat and have six (6) wounds, but for every 

wound they reduce their attack dice by one. 

Unless commanded by a noble attached to the 

Troll , the Troll will always move directly 

towards the nearest enemy Group and attack as 

soon as possible. They are treated as Elites for 

Morale Changes. 

 

Games Workshop 

 

 

Out of Command: Orcs that are not in 

command range of a Noble’s Command Radius 

are considered Out of Command . Any orc 

Group or Formation that are Out of Command 

will not advance and will accrue one point of 

Shock per Group every turn that they are Out of 

Command . Any Group or Formation that is Out 

of Command and has a number of Shock equal 

to or greater than the number of miniatures in 

the unit, the will be treated as Misplacing their 

Amphora . They can no longer be rallied and 

will leave the field of battle as quickly as 

possible. Each time the turn ends they will move 

3D6 inches towards their friendly table edge. 

 

Follow Up: All Orcs of Mordor Groups and 

Formations must follow up after winning a 

combat unless the Noble makes his follow up 

test.  

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-mDidz-Ktyfk/XBJz809z3SI/AAAAAAAABLs/2MgyKIPtFqUoYChYoSxJwfHdwt-JnzUzACEwYBhgL/s1600/middle-earth-strategy-battle-game-warg-riders-1036-p.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-oTEUy9PUdns/XBJzrnM-jXI/AAAAAAAABLY/fyNVspKDsws1ZyrxA4OTCXs9eEqCQsWIwCEwYBhgL/s1600/GW-LOTR-3022-2.jpg
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Weak Willed: Any orc Group or Formation that 

is passed through by withdrawing units will 

suffer the full effects of their routing allies. Any 

friendly Groups withdrawn through will suffer 

one point of Shock for each point of Shock on 

the retiring Group . If there is a difference in 

troop quality, they will add or subtract Shock 

depending on their level. 

 

For example: A group of six Snaga have eight 

points of Shock and are obliged to withdraw 

eight inches (4 inches for each excess point of 

Shock ). They must withdraw through a Group 

of Uruks to do so. The Snaga have eight points 

of Shock , so the Uruks should suffer eight 

points of Shock when interpenetrated. However, 

this number is reduced by two as the Uruks are 

two levels of quality greater than the Snaga , 

leaving the Uruks to take six Shock . Had the 

roles been reversed, the Snaga would have 

taken eight points of Shock , plus another two 

points as the Uruks are two quality levels 

higher, for a total of ten points. 

 

Missiles: All orc Groups carry bows and may 

elect to function as Missile Troops during the 

turn. If they choose to do so, they’re unit size 

does not change, but they will function as a 

Group of four (4) Missiles until their next 

activation. If they are attacked, they may 

attempt to Evade like Missile Troops , but may 

only evade 2D6 inches. If they are contacted, 

they will receive double Shock for the first two 

(2) rounds of combat, and will fight as one (1) 

level lower in troop quality. For example: If a 

Group of Uruks is contacted while acting as 

Missiles they will fight as Levy and receive 

double Shock and if a Group of Soldier Orcs is 

contacted while acting as Missiles they will 

fight as one level below Levy in regards to troop 

quality and receive doubleShock . Any Group of 

Snaga that is unable to evade will be dispersed, 

like standard Missiles. As long as all Groups in 

a Formation are within two inches on each 

other, they remain in Formation . However, if 

any Group is further than this distance, they are 

no longer in the Formation and must be re-

attached. The Evade may be stopped if the 

attacker uses a Carpe Diem card, the same as in 

the standard rules. If acting as Missile Troops 

during the turn, the Fleet of Foot card may be 

used on the Group . 

 

(Author’s Note: The reason that the penalties 

are so great for being unable to evade are to 

both reflect the poor quality and morale of orcs 

as well as to prevent this ability to be used for 

too many shenanigans. This has the effect of 

allowing all orcs to use bows, which Tolkien 

described nearly all of them carrying, as well as 

being relatively accurate to what would actually 

occur if orcs were forced to drop their bows and 

fight unprepared.) 

 

Oathmark Goblins 

 

 

The starting forces for the Orcs of Mordor are as 

follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), two 

Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-Xw3HF-Oo-nE/XBJzqmzdsaI/AAAAAAAABLk/k7lvjB7q6TwEEB_MbxDflM7WQin7n7EpgCEwYBhgL/s1600/DJF1112.jpg
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Status I Noble), and a Champion. 

 

Led by these Nobles, you will have four Groups 

of Snaga , four Groups of Soldier Orcs , and 

three Groups of Uruks. Reinforcements for the 

Orcs of Mordor are gained the same way as the 

Saxons in the main game. 

 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table will be as below. 

 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 

1 to 5. The first time a force receives 

reinforcements it will gain the Group indicated 

in row 1, the second time the Group 

shown in row 2, and so on up to row 5 after 

which no further reinforcements are 

available. However, at any time a player may 

choose to take the Group from the row 

numbered higher, but this will mean that will 

never receive the Group he passes over. 

Order Orcs of Mordor 

1 Nine Soldier Orcs 

2 Nine Soldier Orcs and twelve Snaga 

 

3 Four Warg Riders 

4 Four Warg Riders with a Status I 

Noble 

5 One Troll and a Status I Noble 

 

 

 

The Orcs of Mordor begin the game with one 

Aggressive Charge card and one Rage card. The 

balance of their hands are dealt at random from 

the Fate Deck. The remainder of their cards 

added to the Fate Deck are as follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Bounding Move x 1 

 Spear Hedge x 1 

 Aggressive Charge x 2 

 The Eye is Watching x 2 

The Eye is Watching: This card must be used on 

a Group or Formation within the command 

radius of the Orc Lord. When played, the Lord 

uses the threat of Sauron’s displeasure to rally 

his troops. For the first two rounds of combat 

for these units this turn, they will receive no 

Shock . This is a Pursuit Card in Post-Game 

Phase. (Use unused Saxon or Raider cards to 

Represent this card, or make your own!)  

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-orcs-of-mordor/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-orcs-of-mordor/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-orcs-of-mordor/
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The Orcs of the Misty Mountains are, much like 

other orcs, a multitudinous but brittle force. 

Dwelling in the Misty Mountains and the hills 

and forests nearby, they are a serious threat to 

all who live around the mountains or those who 

attempt to pass from Eriador to the West to 

Dorwinion in the East. They are the most 

numerous and most poorly equipped of all of the 

servants of Sauron, but they are also the least 

organized. Divided in rule, they are much 

different than the unified forces in other orc 

realms. This does not mean that they are not a 

threat. What they lack in larger and better-

equipped orcs, they make up for in both 

numbers and the availability of Cave Trolls. 

Those who pass through the Misty Mountains 

must take their threat seriously. 

The Orcs of the Misty Mountains player takes 

the role of an Orc Captain, commanding a band 

of raiders, in service to his chieftain and Sauron. 

He seeks to slaughter all those who dwell 

nearby or whoever dares pass through the 

mountains and in doing so, advance his position 

using both loot and the favor he gains through 

success. While not directly in the view of the 

Great Eye, his successes and failures do not go 

unnoticed. 

There are several troop types unique to the Orcs 

of Mordor, as follows: 

Snaga are the smallest and weakest of the orcs 

serving the Dark Lord and as such, are used as 

slaves by those higher in the orcish pecking 

order. Unskilled and under-equipped, they are 

mere fodder in the armies of the orcs. Their only 

hope for victory is to massively overwhelm their 

enemies with their numbers. To reflect this, a 

Group of Snaga will be twelve (12) figures, 

fighting in three (3) ranks of four (4) with only 

the first two (2) ranks fighting and will fight as 

one level below Levy in combat in regards to 

troop quality, but die on a 4, 5, or 6 and Shock 

on a 1, 2, or 3. They may not form shieldwall or 

Spear Hedge without being in formation with 

Uruks. When shot at by Missiles or attacked by 

Skirmishers they are treated as Levy as well as 

for Morale Changes. 

 

Games Workshop 

 

 

 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-ozjj_0xOOxE/XCzYhnII10I/AAAAAAAABPk/KXTBEaJMZ_I8XRD1qwrDZbClVc-Su3jZQCLcBGAs/s1600/OrcWarsMoriaOrcs.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-NDzH_u2Slbc/XBJzslo69eI/AAAAAAAABLk/93U0sSrT6N083N_ExNQFDCJHOiaWBJ0ygCPcBGAYYCw/s1600/moria+goblins-600x600.jpg
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Soldier Orcs form the vast majority of the 

armies of Sauron. Small and stooped in stature, 

they are no match for the average human 

warrior in a one on one fight, but what they lack 

in skill, they make up in numbers. To reflect 

this, a Group of Soldier Orcs will be nine (9) 

figures fighting in three (3) ranks of three (3) 

with only the first two (2) ranks fighting and 

will fight as Levy in combat, but die on a 5 or 6 

and Shock on a 2, 3, or 4. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge without being in 

formation with Uruks. When shot at by Missiles 

or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Levy as well as for Morale Changes. 

Uruks are the vilest and most fierce of orcs, 

fighting with ferocity and skills that nearly 

match their average human foes and well 

equipped by orc forges. However, they are still 

orcs and are prone to flight like the rest of their 

brethren. To reflect this, a Group of Uruks will 

be six (6) figures and will fight as Warriors in 

combat, but die on a 6 and Shock on a 3, 4, or 5. 

They may not form shieldwall, but may form a 

Spear Hedge defensive formation along with 

any other Uruks and Soldier Orcs in Formation 

with them. When shot at by Missiles or attacked 

by Skirmishers they are treated as Warriors as 

well as for Morale Changes. 

 

Trolls are the strongest and most powerful 

infantry available to the armies of the Dark 

Lord. Great, hulking beasts from the deepest 

caves and equipped by orc forges, trolls are a 

terrifying presence on the battlefield and instill 

doubt in even the greatest of men. To reflect 

this, a Troll is one (1) figure and will fight as 

Elites in combat, but are wounded on a 6 and 

Shock on a 5. They may not form shieldwall or 

Spear Hedge. When shot at by Missiles or 

attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Elites. They fight with six (6) dice in combat 

and have six (6) wounds, but for every wound 

they reduce their attack dice by one. Unless 

commanded by a noble attached to the Troll, the 

Troll will always move directly towards the 

nearest enemy Group and attack as soon as 

possible. They are treated as Elites for Morale 

Changes. 

 

Property of The Stuff of Legends 

Out of Command: Orcs that are not in 

command range of a Noble’s Command Radius 

are considered Out of Command. Any orc 

Group or Formation that are Out of Command 

will not advance and will accrue one point of 

Shock per Group every turn that they are Out of 

Command. Any Group or Formation that is Out 

of Command and has a number of Shock equal 

to or greater than the number of miniatures in 

the unit, the will be treated as Misplacing their 

Amphora. They can no longer be rallied and will 

leave the field of battle as quickly as possible. 

Each time the turn ends they will move 3D6 

inches towards their friendly table edge. 

 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-CpbbNE7nen0/XCzZVd-nYTI/AAAAAAAABPs/-yMd-6DhhP0v7Z4yHdFZJdiDRBpu0o7XACLcBGAs/s1600/L07A6297-131202-01.jpg
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Follow Up: All Orcs of the Misty Mountains 

Groups and Formations must follow up after 

winning a combat unless the Noble makes his 

follow up test. 

Weak Willed: Any orc Group or Formation 

that is passed through by withdrawing units will 

suffer the full effects of their routing allies. Any 

friendly Groups withdrawn through will suffer 

one point of Shock for each point of Shock on 

the retiring Group. If there is a difference in 

troop quality, they will add or subtract Shock 

depending on their level. 

For example: A group of six Snaga have eight 

points of Shock and are obliged to withdraw 

eight inches (4 inches for each excess point of 

Shock). They must withdraw through a Group of 

Uruks to do so. The Snaga have eight points of 

Shock, so the Uruks should suffer eight points of 

Shock when interpenetrated. However, this 

number is reduced by two as the Uruks are two 

levels of quality greater than the Snaga, leaving 

the Uruks to take six Shock. Had the roles been 

reversed, the Snaga would have taken eight 

points of Shock, plus another two points as the 

Uruks are two quality levels higher, for a total 

of ten points. 

Ambushers: The forces of the Orcs of the Misty 

Mountains are skilled ambushers. To reflect this 

they may elect to use either the Surprise or 

Flank Miracle from the main rules before every 

game. They do not inform their opponent of 

their decision to use this ability or which option 

they select. 

Missiles: All orc Groups carry bows and may 

elect to function as Missile Troops during the 

turn. If they choose to do so, they’re unit size 

does not change, but they will function as a 

Group of four (4) Missiles until their next 

activation. If they are attacked, they may 

attempt to Evade like Missile Troops, but may 

only evade 2D6 inches. If they are contacted, 

they will receive double Shock for the first two 

(2) rounds of combat, and will fight as one (1) 

level lower in troop quality. For example: If a 

Group of Uruks is contacted while acting as 

Missiles they will fight as Levy and receive 

double Shock and if a Group of Soldier Orcs is 

contacted while acting as Missiles they will 

fight as one level below Levy in regards to troop 

quality and receive double Shock. Any Group of 

Snaga that is unable to evade will be dispersed, 

like standard Missiles. As long as all Groups in 

a Formation are within two inches on each 

other, they remain in Formation. However, if 

any Group is further than this distance, they are 

no longer in the Formation and must be 

reattached.The Evade may be stopped if the 

attacker uses a Carpe Diem card, the same as in 

the standard rules. If acting as Missile Troops 

during the turn, the Fleet of Foot card may be 

used on the Group. 

 

(Author’s Note: The reason that the penalties 

are so great for being unable to evade are to 

both reflect the poor quality and morale of orcs 

as well as to prevent this ability to be used for 

too many shenanigans. This has the effect of 

allowing all orcs to use bows, which Tolkien 

described nearly all of them carrying, as well as 

being relatively accurate to what would actually 

occur if orcs were forced to drop their bows and 

fight unprepared.) 
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 The starting forces for the Orcs of the Misty 

Mountains are as follows: One Captain (Status 

III Lord), two Lieutenants (One Status II Noble 

and One Status I Noble), and a Champion.  

Led by these Nobles, you will have six Groups 

of Snaga, three Groups of Soldier Orcs, and one 

Groups of Uruks. They will also two Groups of 

Skirmishers under the command of the Status I 

Noble. Reinforcements for the Orcs of the Misty 

Mountains are gained the same way as the 

Saxons in the main game. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table will be as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 

1 to 5. The first time a force receives 

reinforcements it will gain the Group indicated 

in row 1, the second time the Group shown in 

row 2, and so on up to row 5 after which no 

further reinforcements are available. However, 

at any time a player may choose to take the 

Group from the row numbered higher, but this 

will mean that will never receive the Group he 

passes over. 

The Orcs of the Misty Mountains begin the 

game with one Bounding Move card and one 

Darting Blow card. The balance of their hands 

are dealt at random from the Fate Deck. The 

remainder of their cards added to the Fate Deck 

are as follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Bounding Move x 1 

 Darting Blow x 1 

 Goad x 1 

 Spear Hedge x 1 

 The Eye is Watching x 2 

The Eye is Watching: This card must be used 

on a Group or Formation within the command 

radius of the Orc Lord. When played, the Lord 

uses the threat of Sauron’s displeasure to rally 

his troops. For the first two rounds of combat 

for these units this turn, they will receive no 

Shock. This is a Pursuit Card in Post-Game 

Phase. (Use unused Saxon or Raider cards to 

Represent this card, or make your own!) 

Order Orcs of the Misty Mountains 

1 Two Groups of twelve Snaga 

2 One Troll 

3 Nine Soldier Orcs 

4 Nine Soldier Orcs with a Status I 

Noble 

5 One Troll and a Status I Noble 
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Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/06/d

ux-arda-orcs-of-the-misty-mountains/ 

 

 

The Denizens of Mirkwood are, much like their 

brethren in Mordor, a multitudinous but brittle 

force. They are a serious threat to all those who 

live in or near Mirkwood as well as those 

attempt to pass through. Made up of orcs of Dol 

Guldur, orcs of Mirkwood, and terrifying giant 

spiders, the Denizens of Mirkwood are a 

fearsome threat to the good people of Mirkwood 

and Dale. Only the Woodland Realm and Men 

of Dale keep this threat contained to Mirkwood 

itself, but there’s no way of knowing how long 

this might last. 

The Denizens of Mirkwood player takes the role 

of an Orc Captain, commanding a band of 

raiders, in service to Sauron. He seeks to 

slaughter the good people of Dorwinion 

wherever he finds them, and in doing so, 

advance his position using both loot and the 

favor he gains through success. While not 

directly in the view of the Great Eye, his 

successes and failures do not go unnoticed. 

There are several troop types unique to the 

Denizens of Mirkwood, as follows: 

Snaga are the smallest and weakest of the orcs 

serving the Dark Lord and as such, are used as 

slaves by those higher in the orcish pecking 

order. Unskilled and under-equipped, they are 

mere fodder in the armies of Mirkwood. Their 

only hope for victory is to massively overwhelm 

their enemies with their numbers. To reflect 

this, a Group of Snaga will be twelve (12) 

figures, fighting in three (3) ranks of four (4) 

with only the first two (2) ranks fighting and 

will fight as one level below Levy in combat in 

regards to troop quality, but die on a 4, 5, or 6 

and Shock on a 1, 2, or 3. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge without being in 

formation with Uruks. When shot at by Missiles 

or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Levy as well as for Morale Changes. 

 

Soldier Orcs form the vast majority of the 

armies of Sauron. Small and stooped in stature, 

they are no match for the average human 

warrior in a one on one fight, but what they lack 

in skill, they make up in numbers. To reflect 

this, a Group of Soldier Orcs will be nine (9) 

figures fighting in three (3) ranks of three (3) 

with only the first two (2) ranks fighting and 

will fight as Levy in combat, but die on a 5 or 6 

and Shock on a 2, 3, or 4. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge without being in 

formation with Uruks. When shot at by Missiles 

or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Levy as well as for Morale Changes. 

 

 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/06/dux-arda-orcs-of-the-misty-mountains/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/06/dux-arda-orcs-of-the-misty-mountains/
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-p1NDvcdRFg4/XC9yrhfu5UI/AAAAAAAABU8/QFyOPwSG1PYCVTenSPf9uYxmXHNaBd9ugCLcBGAs/s1600/big_1441530892_image.jpg
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Uruks are the vilest and most fierce of orcs, 

fighting with ferocity and skills that nearly 

match their average human foes and well 

equipped by the forges of Dol Guldur. However, 

they are still orcs and are prone to flight like the 

rest of their brethren. To reflect this, a Group of 

Uruks will be six (6) figures and will fight as 

Warriors in combat, but die on a 6 and Shock 

on a 3, 4, or 5. They may not form shieldwall, 

but may form a Spear Hedge defensive 

formation along with any other Uruks and 

Soldier Orcs in Formation with them. When 

shot at by Missiles or attacked by Skirmishers 

they are treated as Warriors as well as for 

Morale Changes. 

 

Wild Wargs are savage war beasts, somewhat 

tamed by the orcs and men of Angmar. While 

they are a fearsome threat, they are by no means 

as dangerous as the tamed beasts that bear orc 

riders. Starved and savagely treated they think 

of little more than eating. To reflect this, a 

Group of Wild Wargs will be three (3) Wild 

Warg figures and one (1) Warg Master and will 

act as Shock Cavalry, doubling any Shock they 

inflict in the first round of combat. However, 

they may never evade like standard cavalry and 

function the same as stationary cavalry if 

charged. If they are victorious in combat, they 

must spend the next activation devouring their 

fallen foes. The Warg Master must roll 1D6 to 

attempt to regain control of his Wargs, 

succeeding on a 4, 5, or 6. They may not take 

any further actions until he regains control. If 

any enemies are within twelve (12) inches of 

victorious Wild Wargs, they must roll 1D6 and 

take that number of Shock to represent the 

horror of their friends being eaten before their 

eyes. If they are defeated in combat by two or 

more kills, they will automatically disperse. 

This will not affect Force Morale. 

 

Property of Clarence Harrison of Quindia Studios 

Warg Riders function the same as Raider 

Cavalry in The Raiders supplement, but will 

double any shock inflicted when they are the 

attacker. 

 

Trolls are the strongest and most powerful 

infantry available to the armies of Mirkwood. 

Great, hulking beasts from the deepest caves 

and equipped by the forges of the Dol Guldur, 

trolls are a terrifying presence on the battlefield 

and instill doubt in even the greatest of men. To 

reflect this, a Troll is one (1) figure and will 

fight as Elites in combat, but are wounded on a 

6 and Shock on a 5. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge. When shot at by 

Missiles or attacked by Skirmishers they are 

treated as Elites. They fight with six (6) dice in 

combat and have six (6) wounds, but for every 

wound they reduce their attack dice by one. 

Unless commanded by a noble attached to the 

Troll, the Troll will always move directly 

towards the nearest enemy Group and attack as 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-M8f-LSMPwyw/XC9xSENmPyI/AAAAAAAABUk/AxUwAwLlZtU-1iiKOR3cofd7MbczHazXgCLcBGAs/s1600/Angmar+-+Wargs+96dpi.jpg
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soon as possible. They are treated as Elites for 

Morale Changes. 

 

Giant Spiders strike fear in the hearts of all who 

oppose them. Their frightful appearance and 

terrifying speed cause all manner of fear and 

disorder to their opponents. To reflect this, a 

Group of four (4) Giant Spiders will act as Elite 

Shock Cavalry, but they will double any Shock 

they inflict in the first two (2) rounds of combat 

rather than just the first. However, since they are 

more interested in survival than a battlefield 

victory, all shock on them is doubled as well. In 

addition to this, if they are defeated in combat 

by two or more kills, they will automatically 

disperse. They are treated as Warriors for 

morale changes. 

 

Property of C'tan on fantasygames.com.pl 

Out of Command: Orcs that are not in 

command range of a Noble’s Command Radius 

are considered Out of Command. Any orc 

Group or Formation that are Out of Command 

will not advance and will accrue one point of 

Shock per Group every turn that they are Out of 

Command. Any Group or Formation that is Out 

of Command and has a number of Shock equal 

to or greater than the number of miniatures in 

the unit, the will be treated as Misplacing their 

Amphora. They can no longer be rallied and will 

leave the field of battle as quickly as possible. 

Each time the turn ends they will move 3D6 

inches towards their friendly table edge. 

Follow Up: All Denizens of Mirkwood Groups 

and Formations must follow up after winning a 

combat unless the Noble makes his follow up 

test. 

Weak Willed: Any orc Group or Formation 

that is passed through by withdrawing units will 

suffer the full effects of their routing allies. Any 

friendly Groups withdrawn through will suffer 

one point of Shock for each point of Shock on 

the retiring Group. If there is a difference in 

troop quality, they will add or subtract Shock 

depending on their level. 

For example: A group of six Snaga have eight 

points of Shock and are obliged to withdraw 

eight inches (4 inches for each excess point of 

Shock). They must withdraw through a Group of 

Uruks to do so. The Snaga have eight points of 

Shock, so the Uruks should suffer eight points of 

Shock when interpenetrated. However, this 

number is reduced by two as the Uruks are two 

levels of quality greater than the Snaga, leaving 

the Uruks to take six Shock. Had the roles been 

reversed, the Snaga would have taken eight 

points of Shock, plus another two points as the 

Uruks are two quality levels higher, for a total 

of ten points. 

Ambushers: The forces of the Denizens of 

Mirkwood are skilled ambushers. To reflect this 

they may elect to use either the Surprise or 

Flank Miracle from the main rules before every 

game. They do not inform their opponent of 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-kQTVTCkS5ks/XC9yRh4tOUI/AAAAAAAABU0/HyXbJX0Wywsg-_oC0_Zm__I3l-jZB7qTQCLcBGAs/s1600/spider-01.jpg
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their decision to use this ability or which option 

they select. 

Missiles: All orc Groups carry bows and may 

elect to function as Missile Troops during the 

turn. If they choose to do so, they’re unit size 

does not change, but they will function as a 

Group of four (4) Missiles until their next 

activation. If they are attacked, they may 

attempt to Evade like Missile Troops, but may 

only evade 2D6 inches. If they are contacted, 

they will receive double Shock for the first two 

(2) rounds of combat, and will fight as one (1) 

level lower in troop quality. For example: If a 

Group of Uruks is contacted while acting as 

Missiles they will fight as Levy and receive 

double Shock and if a Group of Soldier Orcs is 

contacted while acting as Missiles they will 

fight as one level below Levy in regards to troop 

quality and receive double Shock. Any Group of 

Snaga that is unable to evade will be dispersed, 

like standard Missiles. As long as all Groups in 

a Formation are within two inches on each 

other, they remain in Formation. However, if 

any Group is further than this distance, they are 

no longer in the Formation and must be 

reattached.The Evade may be stopped if the 

attacker uses a Carpe Diem card, the same as in 

the standard rules. If acting as Missile Troops 

during the turn, the Fleet of Foot card may be 

used on the Group. 

(Author’s Note: The reason that the penalties 

are so great for being unable to evade are to 

both reflect the poor quality and morale of orcs 

as well as to prevent this ability to be used for 

too many shenanigans. This has the effect of 

allowing all orcs to use bows, which Tolkien 

described nearly all of them carrying, as well as 

being relatively accurate to what would actually 

occur if orcs were forced to drop their bows and 

fight unprepared.) 

 

 

Property of Garfy on Tale of Painters 

The starting forces for the Denizens of 

Mirkwood are as follows: One Captain (Status 

III Lord), two Lieutenants (One Status II Noble 

and One Status I Noble), and a Champion.  

Led by these Nobles, you will have three 

Groups of Snaga, three Groups of Soldier Orcs, 

one Groups of Uruks, and two groups of 

Raiders. They will also have one Group of Wild 

Wargs. 

Reinforcements for the Denizens of Mirkwood 

are gained the same way as the Saxons in the 

main game. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table will be as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 

1 to 5. The first time a force receives 

reinforcements it will gain the Group indicated 

in row 1, the second time the Group shown in 

row 2, and so on up to row 5 after which no 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-94m7jYrWuvA/XC9xC2ybRXI/AAAAAAAABUo/lr3IrIEFGBkAJRuRNPxxEv85CdbwBiBaACEwYBhgL/s1600/IMG_2767.jpg
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further reinforcements are available. However, 

at any time a player may choose to take the 

Group from the row numbered higher, but this 

will mean that will never receive the Group he 

passes over. 

 

The Denizens of Mirkwood begin the game with 

one Goad card and one Darting Blow card. The 

balance of their hands are dealt at random from 

the Fate Deck. The remainder of their cards 

added to the Fate Deck are as follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Darting Blow x 1 

 Spear Hedge x 1 

 Goad x 1 

 Aggressive Charge x 1 

 The Eye is Watching x 2 

The Eye is Watching: This card must be used 

on a Group or Formation within the command 

radius of the Orc Lord. When played, the Lord 

uses the threat of Sauron’s displeasure to rally 

his troops. For the first two rounds of combat 

for these units this turn, they will receive no 

Shock. This is a Pursuit Card in Post-Game 

Phase. (Use unused Saxon or Raider cards to 

Represent this card, or make your own!). 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-the-denizens-of-mirkwood-dol-guldur/ 

 

 

 

 

The Orcs of Gundabad are, like all orcs a 

numerous and well equipped, but brittle force. 

They do not suffer from the lack of arms and 

armor that their cousins in the Misty Mountains 

and elsewhere do, and are able to provide all 

necessary equipment needed to combat their 

enemies. Sworn enemies of the Dwarves of 

Erebor, the men of Dale, and the Elves of the 

Woodland Realm, they are one of the primary 

dangers facing the good people of the Northern 

Dorwinion. 

The Gundabad player takes the role of an Orc 

Captain, commanding a band of raiders, in 

service to the armies of Sauron. He seeks to 

slaughter the good people of the Northern 

Dorwinion wherever he finds them, and in doing 

Order Denizens of Mirkwood  

1 Two Groups of Twelve Snaga 

2 Four Giant Spiders 

3 Four Wild Wargs and Warg Master 

4 Nine Soldier Orcs 

5 One Troll and a Status I Noble 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-denizens-of-mirkwood-dol-guldur/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-denizens-of-mirkwood-dol-guldur/
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-pBccxjRJRkQ/XC3xZxEq0aI/AAAAAAAABRM/GfAASQLGqzQ9pZca_X9k8A7Qb7kqmPhEwCLcBGAs/s1600/orc225.jpg
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so, advance his position using both loot and the 

favor he gains through success. Sauron is a 

harsh master, but he rewards those who please 

him, and you aim to do so. 

There are several troop types unique to the Orcs 

of Gundabad, as follows: 

Snaga are the smallest and weakest of the orcs 

serving the Dark Lord and as such, are used as 

slaves by those higher in the orcish pecking 

order. Unskilled and under-equipped, they are 

mere fodder in the armies of Gundabad. Their 

only hope for victory is to massively overwhelm 

their enemies with their numbers. To reflect 

this, a Group of Snaga will be twelve (12) 

figures, fighting in three (3) ranks of four (4) 

with only the first two (2) ranks fighting and 

will fight as one level below Levy in combat in 

regards to troop quality, but die on a 4, 5, or 6 

and Shock on a 1, 2, or 3. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge without being in 

formation with Uruks. When shot at by Missiles 

or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Levy as well as for Morale Changes. 

 

Soldier Orcs form the vast majority of the 

armies of Sauron. Small and stooped in stature, 

they are no match for the average human 

warrior in a one on one fight, but what they lack 

in skill, they make up in numbers. To reflect 

this, a Group of Soldier Orcs will be nine (9) 

figures fighting in three (3) ranks of three (3) 

with only the first two (2) ranks fighting and 

will fight as Levy in combat, but die on a 5 or 6 

and Shock on a 2, 3, or 4. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge without being in 

formation with Uruks. When shot at by Missiles 

or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Levy as well as for Morale Changes. 

 

 

Oathmark Goblins 

Uruks are the vilest and most fierce of orcs, 

fighting with ferocity and skills that nearly 

match their average human foes and well 

equipped by the forges of Gundabad. However, 

they are still orcs and are prone to flight like the 

rest of their brethren. To reflect this, a Group of 

Uruks will be six (6) figures and will fight as 

Warriors in combat, but die on a 6 and Shock on 

a 3, 4, or 5. They may not form shieldwall, but 

may form a Spear Hedge defensive formation 

along with any other Uruks and Soldier Orcs in 

Formation with them. When shot at by Missiles 

or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Warriors as well as for Morale Changes. 

 

Berserkers are the fiercest of orc warriors that 

fight for Gundabad. Lightly armored, but armed 

with cruel weapons, greater size, and no fear, 

they are a serious threat to even the best 

warriors. To reflect this, a Group of Berserkers 
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will be six (6) figures and will fight as Warriors 

in combat, but die on a 5 or 6 and do not Shock. 

Unless commanded by a noble attached to the 

Berserkers, the Berserkers will always move 

directly towards the nearest enemy Group and 

attack as soon as possible. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge. When shot at by 

Missiles or attacked by Skirmishers they are 

treated as Levy. They are treated as Warriors for 

Morale Changes. 

 

Games Workshop 

 

Warg Riders function the same as Raider 

Cavalry in The Raiders supplement, but will 

double any shock inflicted when they are the 

attacker. 

Trolls are the strongest and most powerful 

infantry available to the armies of Mordor. 

Great, hulking beasts from the deepest caves 

and equipped by the forges of the Barad Dur, 

trolls are a terrifying presence on the battlefield 

and instill doubt in even the greatest of men. To 

reflect this, a Troll is one (1) figure and will 

fight as Elites in combat, but are wounded on a 

6 and Shock on a 5. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge. When shot at by 

Missiles or attacked by Skirmishers they are 

treated as Elites. They fight with six (6) dice in 

combat and have six (6) wounds, but for every 

wound they reduce their attack dice by one. 

Unless commanded by a noble attached to the 

Troll, the Troll will always move directly 

towards the nearest enemy Group and attack as 

soon as possible. They are treated as Elites for 

Morale Changes. 

 

Out of Command: Orcs that are not in 

command range of a Noble’s Command Radius 

are considered Out of Command. Any orc 

Group or Formation that are Out of Command 

will not advance and will accrue one point of 

Shock per Group every turn that they are Out of 

Command. Any Group or Formation that is Out 

of Command and has a number of Shock equal 

to or greater than the number of miniatures in 

the unit, the will be treated as Misplacing their 
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Amphora. They can no longer be rallied and will 

leave the field of battle as quickly as possible. 

Each time the turn ends they will move 3D6 

inches towards their friendly table edge. 

Follow Up: All Orcs of Gundabad Groups and 

Formations must follow up after winning a 

combat unless the Noble makes his follow up 

test. 

Weak Willed: Any orc Group or Formation 

that is passed through by withdrawing units will 

suffer the full effects of their routing allies. Any 

friendly Groups withdrawn through will suffer 

one point of Shock for each point of Shock on 

the retiring Group. If there is a difference in 

troop quality, they will add or subtract Shock 

depending on their level. 

For example: A group of six Snaga have eight 

points of Shock and are obliged to withdraw 

eight inches (4 inches for each excess point of 

Shock). They must withdraw through a Group of 

Uruks to do so. The Snaga have eight points of 

Shock, so the Uruks should suffer eight points of 

Shock when interpenetrated. However, this 

number is reduced by two as the Uruks are two 

levels of quality greater than the Snaga, leaving 

the Uruks to take six Shock. Had the roles been 

reversed, the Snaga would have taken eight 

points of Shock, plus another two points as the 

Uruks are two quality levels higher, for a total 

of ten points. 

Missiles: All orc Groups, except Berserkers, 

carry bows and may elect to function as Missile 

Troops during the turn. If they choose to do so, 

they’re unit size does not change, but they will 

function as a Group of four (4) Missiles until 

their next activation. If they are attacked, they 

may attempt to Evade like Missile Troops, but 

may only evade 2D6 inches. If they are 

contacted, they will receive double Shock for the 

first two (2) rounds of combat, and will fight as 

one (1) level lower in troop quality. For 

example: If a Group of Uruks is contacted while 

acting as Missiles they will fight as Levy and 

receive double Shock and if a Group of Soldier 

Orcs is contacted while acting as Missiles they 

will fight as one level below Levy in regards to 

troop quality and receive double Shock. Any 

Group of Snaga that is unable to evade will be 

dispersed, like standard Missiles. As long as all 

Groups in a Formation are within two inches on 

each other, they remain in Formation. However, 

if any Group is further than this distance, they 

are no longer in the Formation and must be 

reattached.The Evade may be stopped if the 

attacker uses a Carpe Diem card, the same as in 

the standard rules. If acting as Missile Troops 

during the turn, the Fleet of Foot card may be 

used on the Group. 

(Author’s Note: The reason that the penalties 

are so great for being unable to evade are to 

both reflect the poor quality and morale of orcs 

as well as to prevent this ability to be used for 

too many shenanigans. This has the effect of 

allowing all orcs to use bows, which Tolkien 

described nearly all of them carrying, as well as 

being relatively accurate to what would actually 

occur if orcs were forced to drop their bows and 

fight unprepared.) 

 

The starting forces for the Orcs of Gundabad 

are as follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), 

two Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One 

Status I Noble), and a Champion.  
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Led by these Nobles, you will have four Groups 

of Snaga, four Groups of Soldier Orcs, and 

three Groups of Uruks. 

Reinforcements for the Orcs of Gundabad are 

gained the same way as the Saxons in the main 

game. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table will be as below. 

 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 

1 to 5. The first time a force receives 

reinforcements it will gain the Group indicated 

in row 1, the second time the Group shown in 

row 2, and so on up to row 5 after which no 

further reinforcements are available. However, 

at any time a player may choose to take the 

Group from the row numbered higher, but this 

will mean that will never receive the Group he 

passes over. 

Order Orcs of Gundabad 

1 Nine Soldier Orcs 

2 Six Berserkers 

3 Nine Soldier Orcs and Twelve Snaga 

4 Four Warg Riders 

5 One Troll and a Status I Noble 

 

 

The Orcs of Gundabad begin the game with one 

Hated Foes card and one Rage card. The 

balance of their hands are dealt at random from 

the Fate Deck. The remainder of their cards 

added to the Fate Deck are as follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Spear Hedge x 1 

 Goad x 1 

 Aggressive Charge x 1 

 Hated Foes x 1 (Use the Bibamus Card) 

 The Eye is Watching x 2 

Hated Foes: This card functions the same as the 

Bibamus card, but the effects will apply to both 

forces in the game if the Orc player is playing 

against the Dwarves of Erebor, the men of Dale, 

or the Elves of the Woodland Realm. If they are 

playing against any other force, the card only 

affects the Orcs of Gundabad player. 

The Eye is Watching: This card must be used 

on a Group or Formation within the command 

radius of the Orc Lord. When played, the Lord 

uses the threat of Sauron’s displeasure to rally 

his troops. For the first two rounds of combat 

for these units this turn, they will receive no 

Shock. This is a Pursuit Card in Post-Game 

Phase. (Use unused Saxon or Raider cards to 

Represent this card, or make your own!) 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-the-orcs-of-gundabad/ 

 

 

 

 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-orcs-of-gundabad/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-orcs-of-gundabad/
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The Remnants of Angmar are, much like their 

brethren in Mordor, a multitudinous but brittle 

force. While they were formerly led by the 

Witch King himself, they are no longer a 

primary threat to the West in the same way they 

once were. However, the forges of Angmar still 

burn and there are multitudes of orcs and evil 

men willing to fight the forces of good. 

Residing in the Northwest of the Misty 

Mountains as well as the Hills and Forests of 

Rhudar, these servants of Sauron are less well 

equipped than their cousins in Mordor. 

However, they have adapted well to their 

circumstances, utilizing more skirmish tactics 

and playing into their skills at ambushing. They 

also utilize the evil Hillmen of Rhudar to bolster 

their ranks and provide strength and stability to 

their forces. 

The Remnants of Angmar player takes the role 

of an Orc or Human Captain, commanding a 

band of raiders, in service to the Remnants of 

Angmar. He seeks to slaughter the good people 

of Eriador wherever he finds them, and in doing 

so, advance his position using both loot and the 

favor he gains through success. While not 

directly in the view of the Great Eye, his 

successes and failures do not go unnoticed. 

 

 

Property of Hannanibal 

 

The troop types of the Remnants of Angmar are 

the same as troops presented for the Picts in The 

Raiders supplement with several troop types 

unique to the Remnants of Angmar, as follows: 

Snaga are the smallest and weakest of the orcs 

serving the Dark Lord and as such, are used as 

slaves by those higher in the orcish pecking 

order. Unskilled and under-equipped, they are 

mere fodder in the armies of Angmar. Their 

only hope for victory is to massively overwhelm 

their enemies with their numbers. To reflect 

this, a Group of Snaga will be twelve (12) 

figures, fighting in three (3) ranks of four (4) 

with only the first two (2) ranks fighting and 

will fight as one level below Levy in combat in 

regards to troop quality, but die on a 4, 5, or 6 

and Shock on a 1, 2, or 3. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge without being in 

formation with Uruks. When shot at by Missiles 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-b2ZLwMHlYns/XC9dcjja-yI/AAAAAAAABSs/cCllbU02UXUvb62sw8k1P7K26T5P5nAWQCLcBGAs/s1600/The_Witch_King_from_the_LOTR.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-GE4jaTThaCE/XC9d7g2fs9I/AAAAAAAABS0/8ChUPUmfc1AHUyu7FaTGtG7NE4RVkWJPQCLcBGAs/s1600/9850609925_f342468514_b.jpg
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or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Levy as well as for Morale Changes. 

 

 

Games Workshop 

Soldier Orcs form the vast majority of the 

armies of Sauron. Small and stooped in stature, 

they are no match for the average human 

warrior in a one on one fight, but what they lack 

in skill, they make up in numbers. To reflect 

this, a Group of Soldier Orcs will be nine (9) 

figures fighting in three (3) ranks of three (3) 

with only the first two (2) ranks fighting and 

will fight as Levy in combat, but die on a 5 or 6 

and Shock on a 2, 3, or 4. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge without being in 

formation with Uruks. When shot at by Missiles 

or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Levy as well as for Morale Changes. 

 

 

Uruks are the vilest and most fierce of orcs, 

fighting with ferocity and skills that nearly 

match their average human foes and well 

equipped by the forges of Angmar. However, 

they are still orcs and are prone to flight like the 

rest of their brethren. To reflect this, a Group of 

Uruks will be six (6) figures and will fight as 

Warriors in combat, but die on a 6 and Shock 

on a 3, 4, or 5. They may not form shieldwall, 

but may form a Spear Hedge defensive 

formation along with any other Uruks and 

Soldier Orcs in Formation with them. When 

shot at by Missiles or attacked by Skirmishers 

they are treated as Warriors as well as for 

Morale Changes. 

 

Wild Wargs are savage war beasts, somewhat 

tamed by the orcs and men of Angmar. While 

they are a fearsome threat, they are by no means 

as dangerous as the tamed beasts that bear orc 

riders. Starved and savagely treated they think 

of little more than eating. To reflect this, 

a Group of Wild Wargs will be three (3) Wild 

Warg figures and one (1) Warg Master and will 

act as Shock Cavalry, doubling any Shock they 

inflict in the first round of combat. However, 

they may never evade like standard cavalry and 

function the same as stationary cavalry if 

charged. If they are victorious in combat, they 

must spend the next activation devouring their 

fallen foes. The Warg Master must roll 1D6 to 

attempt to regain control of his Wargs, 

succeeding on a 4, 5, or 6. If any enemies are 

within twelve (12) inches of victorious Wild 

Wargs, they must roll 1D6 and take that number 

of Shock to represent the horror of their friends 

being eaten before their eyes.  If they are 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-T212elVKIwI/XC9eo7Xu8VI/AAAAAAAABS8/bRknyn0lLf8C5VDAV0kXb-PbKlG1NkLSwCLcBGAs/s1600/moria+goblins-600x600.jpg
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defeated in combat by two or more kills, they 

will automatically disperse. This will not affect 

Force Morale. 

 

Property of Clarence Harrison of Quindia Studios 

Warg Riders function the same as Raider 

Cavalry in The Raiders supplement, but will 

double any shock inflicted when they are the 

attacker. 

 

Trolls are the strongest and most powerful 

infantry available to the armies of Angmar. 

Great, hulking beasts from the deepest caves 

and equipped by the forges of the Angmar, trolls 

are a terrifying presence on the battlefield and 

instill doubt in even the greatest of men. To 

reflect this, a Troll is one (1) figure and will 

fight as Elites in combat, but are wounded on a 

6 and Shock on a 5. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge. When shot at by 

Missiles or attacked by Skirmishers they are 

treated as Elites. They fight with six (6) dice in 

combat and have six (6) wounds, but for every 

wound they reduce their attack dice by one. 

Unless commanded by a noble attached to the 

Troll, the Troll will always move directly 

towards the nearest enemy Group and attack as 

soon as possible. They are treated as Elites for 

Morale Changes. 

 

Games Workshop 

Out of Command: Orcs that are not in 

command range of a Noble’s Command Radius 

are considered Out of Command. Any orc 

Group or Formation that are Out of Command 

will not advance and will accrue one point of 

Shock per Group every turn that they are Out of 

Command. Any Group or Formation that is Out 

of Command and has a number of Shock equal 

to or greater than the number of miniatures in 

the unit, the will be treated as Misplacing their 

Amphora. They can no longer be rallied and will 

leave the field of battle as quickly as possible. 

Each time the turn ends they will move 3D6 

inches towards their friendly table edge. 

Follow Up: All Remnants of Angmar Groups 

and Formations must follow up after winning a 

combat unless the Noble makes his follow up 

test. 

Weak Willed: Any orc Group or Formation 

that is passed through by withdrawing units will 

suffer the full effects of their routing allies. Any 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-ifTPI3h7LJI/XC9esq8T8_I/AAAAAAAABTA/ANsB0PMqdSwWvQZJRmmBZD4fxgi-CRLyACLcBGAs/s1600/Angmar+-+Wargs+96dpi.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-e5urdYXPP9M/XC9ews0E8RI/AAAAAAAABTE/JIDizEOlUSwDUVUx-jX_EITo9IQ-SyslwCLcBGAs/s1600/GW-LOTR-3022-2.jpg
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friendly Groups withdrawn through will suffer 

one point of Shock for each point of Shock on 

the retiring Group. If there is a difference in 

troop quality, they will add or subtract Shock 

depending on their level. 

For example: A group of six Snaga have eight 

points of Shock and are obliged to withdraw 

eight inches (4 inches for each excess point of 

Shock). They must withdraw through a Group of 

Uruks to do so. The Snaga have eight points of 

Shock, so the Uruks should suffer eight points of 

Shock when interpenetrated. However, this 

number is reduced by two as the Uruks are two 

levels of quality greater than the Snaga, leaving 

the Uruks to take six Shock. Had the roles been 

reversed, the Snaga would have taken eight 

points of Shock, plus another two points as the 

Uruks are two quality levels higher, for a total 

of ten points. 

Ambushers: The forces of the Remnants of 

Angmar are skilled ambushers. To reflect this 

they may elect to use either the Surprise or 

Flank Miracle from the main rules before every 

game. They do not inform their opponent of 

their decision to use this ability or which option 

they select. 

Missiles: All orc Groups carry bows and may 

elect to function as Missile Troops during the 

turn. If they choose to do so, they’re unit size 

does not change, but they will function as a 

Group of four (4) Missiles until their next 

activation. If they are attacked, they may 

attempt to Evade like Missile Troops, but may 

only evade 2D6 inches. If they are contacted, 

they will receive double Shock for the first two 

(2) rounds of combat, and will fight as one (1) 

level lower in troop quality. For example: If a 

Group of Uruks is contacted while acting as 

Missiles they will fight as Levy and receive 

double Shock and if a Group of Soldier Orcs is 

contacted while acting as Missiles they will 

fight as one level below Levy in regards to troop 

quality and receive double Shock. Any Group of 

Snaga that is unable to evade will be dispersed, 

like standard Missiles. As long as all Groups in 

a Formation are within two inches on each 

other, they remain in Formation. However, if 

any Group is further than this distance, they are 

no longer in the Formation and must be 

reattached.The Evade may be stopped if the 

attacker uses a Carpe Diem card, the same as in 

the standard rules. If acting as Missile Troops 

during the turn, the Fleet of Foot card may be 

used on the Group. 

(Author’s Note: The reason that the penalties 

are so great for being unable to evade are to 

both reflect the poor quality and morale of orcs 

as well as to prevent this ability to be used for 

too many shenanigans. This has the effect of 

allowing all orcs to use bows, which Tolkien 

described nearly all of them carrying, as well as 

being relatively accurate to what would actually 

occur if orcs were forced to drop their bows and 

fight unprepared.) 

The starting forces for the Remnants of Angmar 

are as follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), 

two Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One 

Status I Noble), and a Champion.  

Led by these Nobles, you will have three 

Groups of Snaga, three Groups of Soldier Orcs, 

one Groups of Uruks, and two groups of 

Raiders. They will also have one Group of Wild 

Wargs with a Warg Master. 
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Games Workshop 

 Reinforcements for the Remnants of Angmar 

are gained the same way as the Saxons in the 

main game. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table will be as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 

1 to 5. The first time a force receives 

reinforcements it will gain the Group indicated 

in row 1, the second time the Group shown in 

row 2, and so on up to row 5 after which no 

further reinforcements are available. However, 

at any time a player may choose to take the 

Group from the row numbered higher, but this 

will mean that will never receive the Group he 

passes over. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Remnants of Angmar begin the game with 

one Aggressive Charge card and one Darting 

Blow card. The balance of their hands are dealt 

at random from the Fate Deck. The remainder of 

their cards added to the Fate Deck are as 

follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Darting Blow x 1 

 Spear Hedge x 1 

 Aggressive Charge x 2 

 The Eye is Watching x 2 

The Eye is Watching: This card must be used 

on a Group or Formation within the command 

radius of the Orc Lord. When played, the Lord 

uses the threat of Sauron’s displeasure to rally 

his troops. For the first two rounds of combat 

for these units this turn, they will receive no 

Shock. This is a Pursuit Card in Post-Game 

Phase. (Use unused Saxon or Raider cards to 

Represent this card, or make your own!) 

Order Remnants of Angmar  

1 Nine Soldier Orcs 

2 Six Raiders and twelve Snaga 

3 Three Wild Wargs and Warg Master 

4 Four Warg Riders with a Status I Noble 

5 One Troll and a Status I Noble 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-UFm4gmHIpgs/XC9fzdhzroI/AAAAAAAABTU/f-x_YY7k_cQrgW-GFojgiL_gq_K3j7DvQCLcBGAs/s1600/GW-LOTR-3033-2.jpg
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Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-the-remnants-of-angmar/ 

 

 

 

While they have not always been in service to 

Sauron, the Men of the East have traditionally 

been enemies of the men of the West. The threat 

of the Wainriders during the middle of the Third 

Age is what led to the formation of Rohan and 

their alliance with Gondor as well as the 

dramatic decrease in Gondor’s power East of 

the Anduin as Sauron consolidated power in 

Mordor. Made up of several tribes and nations, 

the Men of the East are a varied force, relying 

on cavalry, chariots, and many types of infantry. 

However, the true power of the Easterlings’ 

armies are the cataphracts and heavy infantry of 

Rhun. The former empire of Kamul, second 

most powerful of the Nazgul, Rhun boasts the 

greatest heavy cavalry East of the Anduin and 

arguably all of Middle Earth. The Men of the 

East form the backbone of the armies of Sauron, 

fighting on an equal, or often better, footing 

than their enemies. 

The Easterling player takes the role of an 

Easterling Captain, commanding a band of 

raiders, in service to the armies of Sauron. He 

seeks to slaughter the Men of Gondor and Dale 

wherever he finds them, and in doing so, 

advance his position using both loot and the 

favor he gains through success. Sauron is a 

harsh master, but he rewards those who please 

him, and you aim to do so.

 

Gripping Beast Attila 

 

The troop types of the Men of the East are the 

same as troops presented for the Romano-

British in the main rules and The Raiders 

supplement with two additional unit types 

shown below: 

 

The very sight of Balchoth Chariots strikes fear 

into the hearts of the men of the West, who’s 

memory of the Wainriders is one of terror. 

While they are not as well armored as the 

chariots of the Wainriders, their effect on the 

morale of their enemies is great. To reflect this, 

a Group of Balchoth Chariots functions as 

Warrior Shock Cavalry. However, if they are 

within twelve inches of an enemy Group or 

Formation at the start of their activation, they 

will inflict two (2) points of Shock on each 

Group within this range. 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-remnants-of-angmar/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-remnants-of-angmar/
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-ubDB9TCDshs/XDZutBJdJ2I/AAAAAAAABYE/A1AIS8f7zWYdLu3mq1kGZSmYXSRwe9mqACLcBGAs/s1600/post-3683-0-15547900-1445641373.2.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-C_SB7XLowi8/XDZuxUWmFMI/AAAAAAAABYI/q_6HKqszBCAce11POLgqCIAVFAJRV-_RgCLcBGAs/s1600/Attila__91188jpeg.jpg
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The greatest heavy cavalry in Middle Earth, 

Cataphracts are both extremely effective in 

combat and a fearful sight to behold. 

Completely covered in armor and riding 

armored horses, they strike fear into their 

enemies and form an nigh-unstoppable hammer 

blow to enemy formations. To reflect this, a 

Group of Cataphracts functions as Elite Shock 

Cavalry and die on a 6 and Shock on a 4, or 5. 

Due to their hulking armor, they also Always 

count as being in one level of cover higher than 

they are currently in and they also Always 

ignore the first kill in combat. However, this 

protection comes at a cost. Cataphracts do not 

gain the bonus inches of movement that cavalry 

typically receives, they may only move 3D6. 

Also, if Cataphracts are ever forced to take a 

test for being unhorsed, subtract one (-1) from 

the roll for each man. 

 

Gripping Beast 

 

Easterling Bows: All Raider Cavalry and Raider 

Skirmish Cavalry carry bows, rather than 

javelins. To reflect this, they use the To Hit 

table for Missile troops, rather than the To Hit 

table for Skirmish troops. 

 

Gripping Beast Attila 

 

 

 

The starting forces for the Men of the East are as 

follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), two 

Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One 

Status I Noble), and a Champion. 

A Lord may to substitute up to two Groups of 

six Warriors or two Groups of six Elites, once 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-2zT6HSUJyPA/XDZvhtQD3eI/AAAAAAAABYo/2c38C2K_NX02RtcbqdQck3ye6RV2NN2QwCLcBGAs/s1600/SCRC18b_Scythed_Chariot_24027.jpeg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-fyfno6jNKPc/XDZvFXnAp7I/AAAAAAAABYY/dCCrOB6mEG8YEGzk0LP_V9DB6QeZ57HaQCLcBGAs/s1600/SAC04_Sassanid_Cataphracts_Kontos_Levelled_4_30551.jpeg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-aFeK8yBGsSE/XDZvKz2xtNI/AAAAAAAABYc/vnLa1DU37cwwrXDsM0K6fjitwfXspzqGACLcBGAs/s1600/HUN04_Huns_Two_3_79841.jpeg
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he has Elites, with two Groups of four Warrior 

Light Cavalry or Elite Shock Cavalry, 

respectively. He may also elect to substitute up 

to two Groups of six Levy for four Raider 

Skirmish Cavalry. The Lord may select any of 

these options, or he may elect to keep his men 

on foot. Men who are mounted will fight on 

horseback for the duration of the game; they 

may not dismount. 

When fielding mounted troops, the Men of the 

East may attach any of their Nobles to 

command the cavalry. If a Lord is mounted then 

his champion will be too. A mounted noble may 

only influence cavalry troops during the game. 

The Lord may also elect to fight mounted on 

horseback or on a chariot. The chariot functions 

the same way as a chariot mounted Lord in The 

Raiders supplement, but he moves and fights as 

whichever type of Group he is attached to. If he 

is not attached to a Group, he functions as 

Warrior Shock Cavalry. When mounted on 

horse or chariot, he may only influence mounted 

or chariot troops. 

 

Property of James Wappel 

Led by these Nobles, you will have one Group 

of Elites, two Groups of Warriors, and three 

Groups of Levy troops. All of these Groups will 

be six figures strong. You will also have one 

Group of four Missile troops armed with bows, 

and one Group of four Raider Cavalry (From 

The Raiders supplement). 

Reinforcements for the Men of the East are 

gained the same way as the Saxons in the main 

game. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 

1 to 5. The first time a force receives 

reinforcements it will gain the Group indicated 

in row 1, the second time the Group shown in 

row 2, and so on up to row 5 after which no 

further reinforcements are available. However, 

at any time a player may choose to take the 

Group from the row numbered higher, but this 

will mean that he will never receive the Group 

he passes over. 

Order Men of the East 

1 Six Warriors 

2 Four Raider Cavalry 

3 Four Balchoth Chariots 

4 
Six Warriors with a Status I Noble 

5 Four Cataphracts with a Status I 

noble 

 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-aEytjA8EfqY/XDZvABYFMwI/AAAAAAAABYQ/mOSvYCzIIiYpz-Yc2S3Lq_lGmfNDmhdpQCEwYBhgL/s1600/1+Chariot+B+5.jpg
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Footsore Late Romans 

The Men of the East begin the game with one 

Variags! card and one Darting Blow card. The 

balance of their hands are dealt at random from 

the Fate Deck. The remainder of their cards 

added to the Fate Deck are as follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Aggressive Charge x 1 

 Goad x 1 

 Thundering Hooves x 2 

 Variags! x 1 

Thundering Hooves - A Group of Shock 

Cavalry moving into close combat may play this 

card to instill fear upon their target as they see 

their dreaded enemies charge. Roll 1D6 for each 

attacking figure before the charge, counting one 

point of Shock on the front rank of their target 

for each 5 or 6 rolled. All morale effects will 

take place before the charge continues, meaning 

that the target unit may fall back or or before 

receiving the charge. The charge will then 

proceed as normal and if they contact a routed 

enemy cavalry will fight a single round of close 

combat, doubling the number of dice it rolls. 

This is a Pursuit Card in Post-Game Phase. (Use 

unused Saxon or Raider cards to Represent this 

card, or make your own!) 

Variags! - A Group of Raider Cavalry or 

Raider Skirmish Cavalry may play this card if 

they are within twelve (12) inches of an enemy 

Group or Formation and form a shooting circle. 

By doing so, they fire at a minus one (-1) To 

Hit. However, what this allows the unit to do is 

mimic the movement of their enemy, moving 

the exact same distance as the nearest enemy 

Group, maintaining the same distance from the 

nearest enemy Group while still remaining in 

the shooting circle. They will remain in the 

shooting circle for this activation and their next 

activation. The enemy may be stop this action 

by playing a Carpe Diem card during their 

activation. 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-the-easterlings/ 
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Originally servants of the Black Numenoreans, 

the Men of Harad have been enemies of Gondor 

for thousands of years. Even though they no 

longer serve the Black Numenoreans, their 

hatred for Gondor still burns and they now serve 

Sauron. With their lightly armored infantry, 

skirmish cavalry, and cataphracts, these evil 

men represent one of the most persistent and 

dangerous threats to the men of the West. This 

is to say nothing of the beasts and abominations 

that serve them as well, which test the resolve of 

even the most steadfast of men. 

 

The Harad player takes the role of an Harad 

Captain, commanding a band of raiders, in 

service to the armies of Sauron. He seeks to 

slaughter the Men of Gondor wherever he finds 

them, and in doing so, advance his position 

using both loot and the favor he gains through 

success. Sauron is a harsh master, but he 

rewards those who please him, and you aim to 

do so. 

 

The troop types of the Men of Harad are the 

same as troops presented for the Romano-

British in the main rules and The Raiders 

supplement with one additional unit type shown 

below: 

 

 

The Troll-Men of Far Harad are a terrifying 

mystery to the Men of the West. Whether they 

are truly half-troll or simply massive, exotic-

looking men is of little matter. They wear little 

armor beyond their hides and carry simple but 

cruel weapons that they wield with a ferocity 

unmatched by most men. To reflect this, a 

Group of Troll Men will be six (6) figures and 

will fight as Elites in combat, but die on a 5 or 6 

and Shock only on a 4. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge . All Shock will be 

caused by Troll Men is doubled in the first 

round of any combat. When shot at by Missiles 

or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Warriors and Elites for Morale Changes. 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-7g6D5o5yNGQ/XBZ3LwCQvRI/AAAAAAAABMU/I9sdQl0EF5MF7lNDnrnan8QCMrDsSKhfgCLcBGAs/s1600/Harondor_ambush.jpg
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Shifting Sands: All Harad Warrior Groups may 

elect to Evade 1D6 inches if they are 

outnumbered by an attacking enemy. They will 

function as a Group of four (4) Skirmishers and 

throw missiles at the attacking enemies before 

evading. Groups in Shieldwall will break their 

Shieldwall , but so long as all Groups in a 

Formation are within two inches on each other, 

they remain in Mass Formation . However, if 

any Group is further than this distance, they are 

no longer in the Formation and must be 

reattached. 

 

Skirmishers: All Harad infantry Groups carry 

bows or javelins and may elect to function as 

Skirmish Troops during the turn. If they choose 

to do so, they’re unit size does not change, but 

they will function as a Group of four (4) 

Skirmishers until their next activation. If they 

are attacked, they may attempt to Evade like 

Skirmish Troops , but may only evade 2D6 

inches. If they are contacted, they will receive 

double Shock for the first two (2) rounds of 

combat, and will fight as one (1) level lower in 

troop quality. For example: If a Group of 

Warriors is contacted while acting as 

Skirmishers they will fight as Levy and receive 

double Shock and if a Group of Levy is 

contacted while acting as Skirmishers they will 

fight as one level below Levy in regards 

to troop quality and receive double Shock . As 

long as all Groups in a Formation are within two 

inches on each other, they remain in Formation . 

However, if any Group is further than this 

distance, they are no longer in the Formation 

and must be reattached. The Evade may be 

stopped if the attacker uses a Carpe Diem card, 

the same as in the standard rules. If acting as 

Skirmish Troops during the turn, the Fleet of 

Foot card may be used on the Group . 

 

Gripping Beast 

 

(Author’s Note: The reason that the penalties 

are so great for being unable to evade are to 

both reflect the poor quality and morale of 

unprepared soldiers as well as to prevent this 

ability to be used for too many shenanigans. 

This has the effect of allowing all Men of Harad 

to use bows, which would be in tune with their 

historical counterparts the Sassanids, as well as 

being relatively accurate to what would actually 

occur if they were forced to drop their weapons 

and fight unprepared.) 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-RTIA2Op6woA/XBZ3NMpsAWI/AAAAAAAABM8/TAwYlHCXHIQvUXuX4aZr61OoTk8oCcargCEwYBhgL/s1600/Screen_shot_2010-03-14_at_9.33.13_AM.png
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-KKBi15P9Wlc/XBZ3LphbhBI/AAAAAAAABM4/vKjQhVd_xeI1jyh65sFqHrtawAPIJujTQCEwYBhgL/s1600/26644.jpg
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The starting forces for the Men of Harad are as 

follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), two 

Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One 

Status I Noble), and a Champion. 

 

A Lord may to substitute up to two Groups of 

six Warriors or two Groups of six Elites , once 

he has Elites , with two Groups of four Warrior 

or Elite Shock Cavalry, respectively. The Lord 

may select one or both options, or he may elect 

to keep his men on foot. Men who are mounted 

will fight on horseback for the duration of the 

game; they may not dismount. 

 

Gripping Beast 

 

When fielding mounted troops, the Men of 

Harad may attach any of their Nobles to 

command the cavalry. If a Lord is mounted then 

his champion will be too. A mounted noble may 

only influence cavalry troops during the game. 

 

Led by these Nobles, you will have three 

Groups of Warriors , and three Groups of Levy 

troops. All of these Groups will be six figures 

strong. You will also have one Group of four 

Missile troops armed with bows, and two 

Groups of four Raider Cavalry (From The 

Raiders supplement). 

 

Gripping Beast 

 

 

Footsore 

 

Gripping Beast 

 

Reinforcements for the Men of Harad are gained 

the same way as the Saxons in the main game. 

 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table as below. 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-9toWekbhv4g/XBZ3NUNViNI/AAAAAAAABNA/7SUBgU6QQd4kb0PpPtwLt0Up9tRwG6FtACEwYBhgL/s1600/arab-01.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-bfuQSOMagjA/XBZ3MJcAJCI/AAAAAAAABMw/Am5V9DHOgmgok2V6fQO3o9NEpehFGjy3QCEwYBhgL/s1600/IMG_1593.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-HRr3FVNIeBc/XBZ3K2hNumI/AAAAAAAABNE/2jB6F4PALW8Gw6hGOYw5le36Gc5NYx9pgCEwYBhgL/s1600/03ARB102_grande.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-ksdQnZhTK1E/XBZ3K7WeYOI/AAAAAAAABM4/gVYScr1490g0yO3PUorB1fEa6irHSL4kgCEwYBhgL/s1600/13277.jpg
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Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 

1 to 5. The first time a force receives 

reinforcements it will gain the Group indicated 

in row 1, the second time the Group shown in 

row 2, and so on up to row 5 after which no 

further reinforcements are available. However, 

at any time a player may choose to take the 

Group from the row numbered higher, but this 

will mean that he will never receive the Group 

he passes over. 

Order Men of Harad 

1 Six Warriors 

2 Four Raider Cavalry 

3 Six Warriors 

4 
Six Troll-Men 

5 Four Warrior Shock Cavalry with 

a Status II noble 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Men of Harad begin the game with one 

Bounding Move card and one Darting Blow 

card. The balance of their hands are dealt at 

random from the Fate Deck. The remainder of 

their cards added to the Fate Deck are as 

follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Bounding Move x 1 

 Aggressive Charge x 1 

Darting Blow x 1 

 Thundering Hooves x 2 

 

Thundering Hooves - A Group or Formation of 

Cavalry moving into close combat may play 

this card to instill fear upon their target as they 

see their dreaded enemies charge. Roll 1D6 for 

each attacking figure before the charge, 

counting one point of Shock on the front rank of 

their target for each 5 or 6 rolled. All morale 

effects will take place before the charge 

continues, meaning that the target unit may fall 

back or flee before receiving the charge. The 

charge will then proceed as normal. This is a 

Pursuit Card in Post-Game Phase. (Use unused 

Saxon or Raider cards to Represent this card, or 

make your own!)  

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-men-of-harad/ 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-men-of-harad/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-men-of-harad/
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The Corsairs of Umbar were originally a race of 

Men, specifically corrupted Númenóreans, 

living in Middle-earth, known for their piracy of 

ships along the coasts of Gondor.  

The island of Umbar was an old Númenórean 

haven settled by the King's Men, a proud faction 

loyal to the King and opposed to the divine 

authority of the Valar. After the downfall of 

Númenor, the Umbar settlers further descended 

into evil, and were called the Black 

Númenóreans. They took to pillaging and piracy 

along the coasts of Gondor. Fed up with these 

attacks, Gondor sieged and took Umbar in TA 

1050 where it stayed under Gondorian rule until 

the brutal civil war known as “The Kin-Strife” 

that wracked Gondor and the Men of the West. 

During the Kin-strife, the defeated rebels of 

Gondor fled to Umbar, being called Corsairs, 

most of them being Dúnedain. At this time 

Umbar became the hated enemy of Gondor. 

Over time these sailors drew to their number 

various outlaws and brigands from outlying 

settlements surrounding the Anduin, and they 

took to raiding along the southern coast of 

Gondor, intercepting merchant vessels and 

abducting women to bolster their dissident 

community. They were also slavers and would 

often seize a ship's crew along with her cargo; if 

any resisted, they would be thrown overboard.  

In TA 1810 Gondor retook Umbar, but shortly 

after, in TA 1846, Umbar was lost to Harad and 

new Corsairs emerged. Since then and by the 

time of the War of the Ring, the Corsairs had 

mixed with the Southrons, becoming a mixed 

people where Númenórean blood was mostly 

gone. Their culture has evolved into a mix of 

Haradrim and Gondorian, with some echoes of 

their ancient Númenórean past.  

The Corsair player takes the role of Captain of a 

ship in the service of Sauron. He seeks to raid 

and slaughter the Men of Gondor wherever he 

finds them, and in doing so, advance his 

position using both loot and the favor he gains 

through success. Sauron is a harsh master, but 

he rewards those who please him, and you aim 

to do so. 

 

The Corsairs of Umbar are a Raider culture. 

The troop types of the Corsairs of Umbar are 

similar to the troops presented for the Scotti 

presented in The Raiders supplement with 

several modifications as shown below: 

Your warband is limited in size to the type of 

ship you sail. To determine this, use the Vikings 

in Dux Britanniarum rules in the Too Fat 

Lardies Christmas 2012 special. 

Roll on the Scotti Background Table (Raiders 

16). Unless you roll “Exile,” your Captain’s 

starting ship is considered to be the equivalent 

https://toofatlardies.co.uk/product/the-raiders-for-dux-britanniarum/
https://toofatlardies.co.uk/product/2012-christmas-special/
https://toofatlardies.co.uk/product/2012-christmas-special/
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of a Karvi – One of the smaller of the warships. 

These varied between six to 16 benches for 

rowers. This would provide a crew from 13 to 

33 men. One man would steer. These ships 

could reach up to 75’ in length. 

 

If you roll “Exile” you are a Bosun or First Mate 

in command of a landing party under the 

Captain of a large ship, and must pay a 

Tribune’s Tribute to gain your own Ship. 

 

 

Ship and crew credited to Scott’s Wargaming Blog 

You may trade Wealth to gain a larger ship to 

carry your warband and advance your Career: 

 Tribune’s Tribute will gain you a 

Snekka, a mid-sized vessel. 

 A Prefect’s Riches Skei, a large ship. 

You must have a Skei to become a 

Kindred King (Raiders page 27)  - which 

Corsairs call an Admiral. 

 A King’s Treasury Busse, a massive 

ship. You must have a Busse to become 

a Great King of Umbar. 

The Black Númenóreans are a race of Men who 

forged a foul alliance with the Dark Lord of 

Mordor many centuries ago. Some claim that 

the Black Númenóreans received immortality in 

exchange for their homage. They may 

dispatched to aid a Corsair Captain who meets 

Sauron’s approval for their success in battle. On 

the battlefield they keep themselves aloof from 

the the rabble, forming a warband of skilled 

fighters against who few can withstand. 

 

Games Workshop 

To reflect this, a Group of Black Númenóreans 

will be six (6) figures and will fight as Elites in 

combat, but die on a 5 or 6 and Shock only on a 

4. All Shock will be caused by Black 

Númenóreans is doubled in the first round of 

any combat. When shot at by Missiles or 

attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Warriors and Elites for Morale Changes. If the 

all the figures in Group are killed, they fade out 

like mist with a terrifying scream that causes 

1d2 Shock to all figures within 6”. 

 

Shifting Sands: All Corsair Warrior Groups 

may elect to Evade 1D6 inches if they are 

outnumbered by an attacking enemy. They will 

function as a Group of four (4) Skirmishers and 

throw missiles at the attacking enemies before 

evading. Groups in Shieldwall will break their 

Shieldwall , but so long as all Groups in a 

Formation are within two inches on each other, 

they 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-QwrlWR5wT6Q/VjR25xuSr3I/AAAAAAAANKg/h8TGzGUIb0o/s1600/IMG_6458.JPG
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remain in Mass Formation . However, if any 

Group is further than this distance, they are no 

longer in the Formation and must be reattached. 

 

Skirmishers: All Corsair infantry Groups carry 

bows or javelins and may elect to function as 

Skirmish Troops during the turn. If they choose 

to do so, they’re unit size does not change, but 

they will function as a Group of four (4) 

Skirmishers until their next activation. If they 

are attacked, they may attempt to Evade like 

Skirmish Troops , but may only evade 2D6 

inches. If 

they are contacted, they will receive double 

Shock for the first two (2) rounds of combat, 

and will fight as one (1) level lower in troop 

quality.  

 

Games Workshop 

For example: If a Group of Warriors is 

contacted while acting as Skirmishers they will 

fight as Levy and receive double Shock and if a 

Group of Levy is contacted while acting as 

Skirmishers they will fight as one level below 

Levy in regards to troop quality and receive 

double Shock.  

As long as all Groups in a Formation are within 

two inches on each other, they remain in 

Formation. However, if any Group is further 

than this distance, they are no longer in the 

Formation and must be reattached. The Evade 

may be stopped if the attacker uses a Carpe 

Diem card, the same as in the standard rules. If 

acting as Skirmish Troops during the turn, the 

Fleet of Foot card may be used on the Group. 

 

Games Workshop 

All Corsair infantry Groups carry bows or 

javelins and may elect to function as Skirmish 

Troops during the turn. Only one Black 

Númenóreans group may be in your warband. 

A Corsair force is headed by a Captain (Lord) 

with two subordinate leaders (First Mate and 

Bosun). Collectively these are your Nobles. 

These will be rated as Status III for the Lord 

whilst his Leaders are Status II and Status I. 

You’ll also have a Champion to accompany 

your Lord. 
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Games Workshop 

 

Beneath these Nobles you will have one Group 

of Noble Raiders and four Groups of Raiders, 

each being six figures strong. You’ll also have 

one Group of four missile troops armed with 

Arbalests, and two Groups of four Skirmishers 

who will be under the command of the Status I 

Noble. 

A Captain may to substitute the two Groups of 

four Skirmishers with one Group of Raiders.  

Reinforcements for the Men of the East are 

gained the same way as the Scotti in the Raiders 

supplement. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 

1 to 5. The first time a force receives 

reinforcements it will gain the Group indicated 

in row 1, the second time the Group shown in 

row 2, and so on up to row 5 after which no 

further reinforcements are available. However, 

at any time a player may choose to take the 

Group from the row numbered higher, but this 

will mean that he will never receive the Group 

he passes over. 

Order Corsairs of Umbar 

1 Two Groups of four Archers or 

Skirmishers 

2 Six Raiders 

3 Six Noble Raiders 

4 
Six Raiders with a Status I Noble 

5 Six Black Númenóreans 

 

 Cards 

The Corsairs of Umbar begin the game with one 

Aggressive Charge card and one Darting Blow 

card. The balance of their hands are dealt at 

random from the Fate Deck. The remainder of 

their cards added to the Fate Deck are as 

follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Aggressive Charge x 2 

 Bounding Move x 2 

 Goad x 1 

 Darting Blow x 2 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2020/04/10/d

ux-arda-corsairs-of-umbar/ 

 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2020/04/10/dux-arda-corsairs-of-umbar/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2020/04/10/dux-arda-corsairs-of-umbar/
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This section describes the primary factions of the 

Forces of Saruman. 

 Men of Dunland 

 Orcs of Isengard 

 

 

The Men of Dunland, or the Dunlendings, are a 

race of middle men who have allied themselves 

with Isengard against Rohan. Driven from their 

ancestral homes by the Men of Rohan, the 

Dunlendings are bitter and willing to take any 

opportunity to reclaim what is theirs, even if it 

means allying with the forces of Sauron. 

Convinced by Saruman that they will be able to 

kill the “straw heads” of Rohan and take their 

true homes back, they willfully sold themselves 

into service of the Dark Lord. 

The Men of Dunland player takes the place of a 

Warlord of Dunland leading a small force of 

warriors raiding and pillaging the lands of 

Rohan, the owners of your ancestral home. 

While your forces are not adequate to challenge 

the Rohirrim on your own, Saruman is also 

lending the support of Isengard towards your 

shared goal, the destruction of Rohan and 

Gondor.  

The troop types of the Men of Dunland are the 

same as troops presented in the main rules and 

The Raiders supplement. 

The starting forces for the Men of Dunland are 

as follows: One Warlord (Status III Lord), two 

Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One 

Status I Noble), and a Champion. 

 

Footsore Picts 

Beneath these Nobles you will have four 

Groups of six Raiders, one Group of four 

Missiles, one Group of four Skirmishers, and 

one Group of four Raider Cavalry. 

The Dunlending Warlord may elect to fight on 

foot or mounted, but must choose at the start of 

the game and his Champion must follow suit. 

He may also choose to have one or two of his 

Nobles mounted, but the number of mounted 

Nobles, including the Lord, may not exceed two 

at any point. A mounted noble may only 

influence cavalry troops during the game. They 

must remain mounted throughout the game and 

he may only influence cavalry troops during the 

game. 

 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-B2oyWr5r3yY/XDOR-aJ2H4I/AAAAAAAABVw/9noJ1PUongIFtYama1X7S5Xsb1LkQTM9QCLcBGAs/s1600/Dunlendings_at_Isengard.png
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-qTqsU9g_bdQ/XDOSM59nWII/AAAAAAAABV0/vxTRI11e0NIwPTVWXKP71PXBUTJZGEHUQCLcBGAs/s1600/picts_group_shot_1024x1024.JPG
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Footsore Picts 

 

 

As the campaign progresses a Dunlending 

Warlord who gains success in battle will find 

that additional followers will join his force. 

Normally this will be just two additional men 

turning up to join your force, but occasionally a 

significant victory will allow the player to take 

reinforcements from the Reinforcements Table 

as a completely fresh Group of men join you. 

Where two men join a force, these will normally 

be added to one of the six man Raider Groups to 

bring them up to eight men. If this occurs three 

times then these will be grouped together to 

form a new six man Group, with the eight man 

Groups being reduced to their original size. 

Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table will be as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 

1 to 5. The first time a force receives 

reinforcements it will gain the Group indicated 

in row 1, the second time the Group shown in 

row 2, and so on up to row 5 after which no 

further reinforcements are available. However, 

at any time a player may choose to take the 

Group from the row numbered higher, but this 

will mean that will never receive the Group he 

passes over. 

 

Footsore Picts 

 

Order Men of Dunland 

1 Warhounds 

2 Four Raider Cavalry 

3 Six Raiders with a Status II Noble 

4 
Six Raiders with a Status II Noble 

5 Four Noble Raider Cavalry 

 

 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-myG-m3l-xRM/XDOSifEIGDI/AAAAAAAABWQ/ldsEgj8_v5odN37_OZLiLyFQQAIH3Yr5wCLcBGAs/s1600/03PSC200-left.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-MMj53JIp5_0/XDOSVVnnpoI/AAAAAAAABWA/wPJ6t48Jca4kq84ym6Pq8s5NZNwAPM4RwCLcBGAs/s1600/03PSC110-b.jpg
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The Men of Dunland begin the game with one 

Bounding Move card and one Rage card. The 

balance of their hands are dealt at random from 

the Fate Deck. The remainder of their cards 

added to the Fate Deck are as follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Strong Arm x 1 

 Aggressive Charge x 2 

 This Land is Ours! x 2 

This Land is Ours!- This card, when played on 

a Group or Formation of Dunlending Raiders, 

Noble Raiders, Raider Cavalry, or Noble Raider 

Cavalry attached to the Dunlending Lord within 

18 inches of an enemy Group or Formation, 

throws them into a mad rage. The remove up to 

two Shock per Group and immediately charge 

forward 3D6 inches. If they make contact with 

an enemy, the will fight combat with an 

additional 2D6 dice per Group. If they do not 

make contact, all Dunlending Formations are 

broken and each Group takes 1D6 Shock.  

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-the-dunlendings/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Orcs of Isengard are, like all orcs a 

numerous and well equipped, but brittle force. 

They serve a rising power in the West, the 

corrupted wizard Saruman. Sarumon, once the 

greatest of the Istari, the stewards of Middle 

Earth, fell into league with Sauron due to the 

dark lord’s influence through the Palantir of 

Isengard. While he was once a great and noble 

protector of Middle Earth, he is now one of the 

greatest threats to the good people of Middle 

Earth. The greatest weapon he possesses is his 

newly created Uruk Hai. While their origins 

remain a mystery, they stand the same height as 

a man, possessing the same strength and a 

greater stamina as any human warrior. When 

equipped with well-crafted armor and cruel 

weapons by the forges of Isengard, these orcs 

pose one of the greatest individual threats to the 

warriors of Rohan. His orcs, evil men, and Uruk 

Hai now march forth to bring death and 

ruination to all who oppose Sauron. 

The Isengard player takes the role of an Uruk 

Hai Captain, commanding a band of raiders, in 

service to the armies of Saruman. He seeks to 

slaughter the good people of the Rohan 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-dunlendings/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-dunlendings/
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-GAKPsxQo7cU/XBkCTl-39RI/AAAAAAAABOc/JxoWh1FLL1A0ZlrtE4FALiqvKy75eiXPACEwYBhgL/s1600/4633686-6518401369-Uruks.jpg
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wherever he finds them, and in doing so, 

advance his position using both loot and the 

favor he gains through success. Saruman is a 

new power in the West, and the rewards from 

his rise will be passed along to those who serve. 

There are several troop types unique to the Orcs 

of Isengard, as follows: 

 

Snaga are the smallest and weakest of the orcs 

serving the Dark Lord and as such, are used as 

slaves by those higher in the orcish pecking 

order. Unskilled and under-equipped, they are 

mere fodder in the armies of Gundabad. Their 

only hope for victory is to massively overwhelm 

their enemies with their numbers. To reflect 

this, a Group of Snaga will be twelve (12) 

figures, fighting in three (3) ranks of four (4) 

with only the first two (2) ranks fighting and 

will fight as one level below Levy in combat in 

regards to troop quality, but die on a 4, 5, or 6 

and Shock on a 1, 2, or 3. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge without being in 

formation with Uruks. When shot at by Missiles 

or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Levy as well as for Morale Changes. 

 

Soldier Orcs form the vast majority of the 

armies of Sauron. Small and stooped in stature, 

they are no match for the average human 

warrior in a one on one fight, but what they lack 

in skill, they make up in numbers. To reflect 

this, a Group of Soldier Orcs will be nine (9) 

figures fighting in three (3) ranks of three (3) 

with only the first two (2) ranks fighting and 

will fight as Levy in combat, but die on a 5 or 6 

and Shock on a 2, 3, or 4. They may not form 

shieldwall or Spear Hedge without being in 

formation with Uruks. When shot at by Missiles 

or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Levy as well as for Morale Changes. 

 

Uruks are the vilest and most fierce of orcs, 

fighting with ferocity and skills that nearly 

match their average human foes and well 

equipped by the forges of Gundabad. However, 

they are still orcs and are prone to flight like the 

rest of their brethren. To reflect this, a Group of 

Uruks will be six (6) figures and will fight as 

Warriors in combat, but die on a 6 and Shock on 

a 3, 4, or 5. They may not form shieldwall, but 

may form a Spear Hedge defensive formation 

along with any other Uruks and Soldier Orcs in 

Formation with them. When shot at by Missiles 

or attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as 

Warriors as well as for Morale Changes. 

 

Uruk Hai are terrible creation of Saruman’s 

experiments. There are many rumors about their 

origins, but no one truly knows. Straight-legged 

and as large as a man, they are truly a match for 

their average human foes and well equipped by 

the forges of Isengard. However, they are still 

orcs and are prone to flight like the rest of their 

brethren. To reflect this, a Group of Uruk Hai 

will be six (6) figures and will fight as Elites in 

combat, but die on a 6 and Shock on a 3, 4, or 5. 

They may form shieldwall with and other Uruk 

Hai. and may also form a Spear Hedge 

defensive formation along with any other Uruk 

Hai, Uruks, and Soldier Orcs in Formation with 

them. When shot at by Missiles or attacked by 

Skirmishers they are treated as Elites as well as 

for Morale Changes. 
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Games Workshop 

 

Uruk Hai Berserkers are the fiercest of orc 

warriors that fight for Isengard. Lightly 

armored, but armed with cruel weapons, greater 

size, and no fear, they are a serious threat to 

even the best warriors. To reflect this, a Group 

of Uruk Hai Berserkers will be six (6) figures 

and will fight as Elites in combat, but die on a 5 

or 6 and do not Shock. Unless commanded by a 

noble attached to the Uruk Hai Berserkers, the 

Uruk Hai Berserkers will always move directly 

towards the nearest enemy Group and attack as 

soon as possible. They may not form shieldwall 

or Spear Hedge. When shot at by Missiles or 

attacked by Skirmishers they are treated as Levy. 

They are treated as Elites for Morale Changes. 

 

 

Games Workshop 

 

Warg Riders function the same as Raider 

Cavalry in The Raiders supplement, but will 

double any shock inflicted when they are the 

attacker. 

 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-LAlPgMRdAIQ/XBkCTtsEEcI/AAAAAAAABOk/UDl9-ZYSBjQacVrvvHgWFafgF32d1bKggCEwYBhgL/s1600/99121462005_UrukhaiWarriorsNEW01.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-zctX9UnapxY/XBkCTm8D_2I/AAAAAAAABOw/hT0pVlSRJ4YkwO_iLg1RdQLy06uGB6n_wCEwYBhgL/s1600/99801462002_UrukhaiBerserkersNEW01.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-er49v8-sX1M/XBkCSNYaHxI/AAAAAAAABO0/8NqhIolpMDA5Id9rmQeOq_6g0yAz9xRCQCEwYBhgL/s1600/middle-earth-strategy-battle-game-warg-riders-1036-p.jpg
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Out of Command: Orcs that are not in 

command range of a Noble’s Command Radius 

are considered Out of Command. Any orc 

Group or Formation that are Out of Command 

will not advance and will accrue one point of 

Shock per Group every turn that they are Out of 

Command. Any Group or Formation that is Out 

of Command and has a number of Shock equal 

to or greater than the number of miniatures in 

the unit, the will be treated as Misplacing their 

Amphora. They can no longer be rallied and will 

leave the field of battle as quickly as possible. 

Each time the turn ends they will move 3D6 

inches towards their friendly table edge. This 

does not apply to Uruk Hai or Uruk Hai 

Berserkers. 

Follow Up: All Orcs of Isengard Groups and 

Formations must follow up after winning a 

combat unless the Noble makes his follow up 

test. 

Weak Willed: Any orc Group or Formation that 

is passed through by withdrawing units will 

suffer the full effects of their routing allies. Any 

friendly Groups withdrawn through will suffer 

one point of Shock for each point of Shock on 

the retiring Group. If there is a difference in 

troop quality, they will add or subtract Shock 

depending on their level. 

For example: A group of six Snaga have eight 

points of Shock and are obliged to withdraw 

eight inches (4 inches for each excess point of 

Shock). They must withdraw through a Group of 

Uruks to do so. The Snaga have eight points of 

Shock, so the Uruks should suffer eight points of 

Shock when interpenetrated. However, this 

number is reduced by two as the Uruks are two 

levels of quality greater than the Snaga, leaving 

the Uruks to take six Shock. Had the roles been 

reversed, the Snaga would have taken eight 

points of Shock, plus another two points as the 

Uruks are two quality levels higher, for a total 

of ten points. 

Missiles: All orc Groups, except Berserkers, 

carry bows and may elect to function as Missile 

Troops during the turn. If they choose to do so, 

they’re unit size does not change, but they will 

function as a Group of four (4) Missiles until 

their next activation. If they are attacked, they 

may attempt to Evade like Missile Troops, but 

may only evade 2D6 inches. If they are 

contacted, they will receive double Shock for the 

first two (2) rounds of combat, and will fight as 

one (1) level lower in troop quality. For 

example: If a Group of Uruks is contacted while 

acting as Missiles they will fight as Levy and 

receive double Shock and if a Group of Soldier 

Orcs is contacted while acting as Missiles they 

will fight as one level below Levy in regards to 

troop quality and receive double Shock. Any 

Group of Snaga that is unable to evade will be 

dispersed, like standard Missiles. As long as all 

Groups in a Formation are within two inches on 

each other, they remain in Formation. However, 

if any Group is further than this distance, they 

are no longer in the Formation and must be 

reattached.The Evade may be stopped if the 

attacker uses a Carpe Diem card, the same as in 

the standard rules. If acting as Missile Troops 

during the turn, the Fleet of Foot card may be 

used on the Group. 

(Author’s Note: The reason that the penalties 

are so great for being unable to evade are to 

both reflect the poor quality and morale of orcs 

as well as to prevent this ability to be used for 

too many shenanigans. This has the effect of 

allowing all orcs to use bows, which Tolkien 

described nearly all of them carrying, as well as 
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being relatively accurate to what would actually 

occur if orcs were forced to drop their bows and 

fight unprepared.) 

 

 

The starting forces for the Orcs of Isengard are 

as follows: One Captain (Status III Lord), two 

Lieutenants (One Status II Noble and One 

Status I Noble), and a Champion.  

Led by these Nobles, you will have two Groups 

of Snaga, two Groups of Soldier Orcs, two 

Groups of Uruks, and two Groups of Uruk Hai. 

 

 

Games Workshop 

 

 

Property of Unfinished Armies 

Reinforcements for the Orcs of Isengard are 

gained the same way as the Saxons in the main 

game.Reinforcements which arrive using the 

reinforcements table will be as below. 

Reinforcements arrive in the order shown, from 

1 to 5. The first time a force receives 

reinforcements it will gain the Group indicated 

in row 1, the second time the Group shown in 

row 2, and so on up to row 5 after which no 

further reinforcements are available. However, 

at any time a player may choose to take the 

Group from the row numbered higher, but this 

will mean that will never receive the Group he 

passes over. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-k5gyLwCQfF8/XBkCUGjARqI/AAAAAAAABO4/zdDqk2srlvYc8aMWoztCYeWKE0Of2YWFACEwYBhgL/s1600/uruk+hai+scouts-500x500.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-WhOgK4AWqfA/XBkCUv1pFDI/AAAAAAAABO8/M2r3Toc1i4UgPn2qyb3sd5ycxiPKzjXvgCEwYBhgL/s1600/uruk-hai_multibase_tankred1.jpg
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Order Orcs of Isengard 

1 Nine Soldier Orcs and twelve Snaga 

2 Six Uruk Hai 

3 Six Uruk Hai Berserkers 

4 Four Warg Riders 

5 Four Warg Riders and a Status I 

Noble 

 

The Orcs of Isengard begin the game with one 

Fighting Uruk Hai card and one Bounding 

Move card. The balance of their hands are dealt 

at random from the Fate Deck. The remainder of 

their cards added to the Fate Deck are as 

follows: 

 Carpe Diem x 3 

 Spear Hedge x 1 

 Bounding Move x 1 

 Aggressive Charge x 2 

 Fighting Uruk Hai x 2  

The Fighting Uruk Hai: This card can be 

played on any Uruk Hai Group or Formation 

within  the command radius of the Orc Lord. 

When played, the Isengard player may choose 

to either add 2D6 to the first round of combat 

per Group or move 2D6 inches of free 

movement (This does not count as an activation 

of the unit!). This reflects the increased stamina 

and fighting prowess of the Uruk Hai bred by 

Saruman. This is a Pursuit or Retreat Card in 

Post-Game Phase. (Use unused Saxon or Raider 

cards to Represent this card, or make your 

own!). 

Cards: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/d

ux-arda-the-orcs-of-isengard/ 

 

The primary resources for gaming Dux Arda 

are: 

 Dux Britanniarum 

 Raiders! 

 TFL Christmas Special 2012 - Dux B 

Vikings rules 

 TFL Christmas Special 2015 - Magic in 

Dux B 

We include Magic in Dux Arda, but only the 

“common” magic of the peoples of Middle 

Earth.  For example, Wise Men, Runes Smiths, 

Crones, and Sorcerers (who channel the power 

of dark spirits aligned with Sauron) may have 

access to special knowledge and powers that 

can aid in Pre-Game or during a Battle; while 

Elves may be able to confuse a foe with 

illusions. 

High Magic is only wielded by the mighty 

Wizards (Maiar like Gandalf, who are essentially 

minor Angels) and Sauron. Sorry, no flinging 

folks about with blasts of Magic. Instead we 

stick to the Magic in Dux Britanniarum rules in 

the Too Far Lardies Christmas Special 2015, 

modified for each Faction in Dux Arda. 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-orcs-of-isengard/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-the-orcs-of-isengard/
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Where Are the Religious Figures and 

Structures in Dux Arda? 

In Dux Britanniarum, religious figures and 

buildings for the Romano-British, Saxons and 

other factions play a role in battles and 

campaigns. This is not the case in Dux Arda — 

the fan mod for gaming the battles of Middle 

Earth using the Dux Britanniarum rules from 

Too Fat Lardies. 

Most Factions in Dux Arda will not have 

Religious followers in their Retinue (check each 

Faction listing). That’s because in Middle Earth, 

while there is an epic struggle between Good 

and Evil, organized religions play little role in 

the War of the Rings. 

The faith story of Middle Earth is essentially 

Judeo-Christian in nature in that there is a God 

(Illuvatar); He created the Angels (the Valar); 

He created all the universe (Middle Earth); 

some of the Angels grew arrogant and Fell in a 

great war (Morgoth); and He has a plan for the 

world. 

However, the world depicted by The Lord of the 

Rings intentionally has very little religion or 

myth-making in it.  Tolkien appears to be 

implying that not enough time had yet passed 

for the “historical facts” to have become fully 

mythologized. This means that though 

characters across the various books written by 

Tolkien reference or venerate higher powers, 

most cultures don’t have an organized religion, 

and faith would therefore a personal matter with 

few or no priests or worship leaders. 

 Elves revere and respect Illuvatar, but would 

most likely call upon their “personal” Valar, 

Elbereth. No Religious Figures. 

 Dwarves revere and respect Illuvatar, and 

would most likely call upon their “personal” 

Valar, Aulë. No Religious Figures. 

 Men have more variety in faiths than the Elves 

and Dwarves, depending on their culture.  

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/04/dux-arda-gaming-middle-earth-with-dux-britanniarum/
https://toofatlardies.co.uk/product/dux-britanniarum/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/04/dux-arda-gaming-middle-earth-with-dux-britanniarum/
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o Free Peoples of the West: Will revere and 

respect Illuvatar and may call upon a Valar 

they most identify with. No Religious 

Figures. 

o Men of Sauron: Have created a Cult of 

worship around Sauron, and would most 

likely have a priest class. They have elevated 

Sauron to God status and deny that Illuvatar 

is the Creator. This Cult involves ritual 

human sacrifice and dark practices. May use 

Religious Figures per normal Dux 

Britanniarum rules. 

o Wildmen: The “uncivilized” Men of Middle 

Earth may have fallen back to animism and 

spirit worship that would be unique to each 

tribe. May use Religious Figures per normal 

Dux Britanniarum rules. 

 Hobbits will revere and respect Illuvatar and 

may call upon a Valar they most identify with. 

No Religious Figures. 

 Orcs have elevated Sauron to God status as 

their Creator, and proclaim Illuvatar as the 

Enemy. This Cult involves ritual human 

sacrifice and dark practices. May use 

Religious Figures per normal Dux 

Britanniarum rules. 

 

You can find other Dux Arda resources here, and at 

the back of this main document: 

 The Book of the Dwarves: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/

12/dux-arda-durins-folk-the-dwarves/ 

 Links to Cards and original faction notes: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/

04/dux-arda-gaming-middle-earth-with-dux-

britanniarum/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-durins-folk-the-dwarves/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/12/dux-arda-durins-folk-the-dwarves/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/04/dux-arda-gaming-middle-earth-with-dux-britanniarum
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/04/dux-arda-gaming-middle-earth-with-dux-britanniarum
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2019/01/04/dux-arda-gaming-middle-earth-with-dux-britanniarum
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